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Six Days in the Fields
The harsh reality of life for millions of Africans hits home for a Peace Corps volunteer
in Burkina Faso, the third-poorest country in the world.

DAY

1 En brousse

accepted the invitation. His family, the

which sit upon stones, hovering over slight

Tindano family, has built a thatched-roof

The sun is fal l ing fast. I pedal faster and

branches of burning wood. As she begins

mud hut for me to sleep in for the week.

harder to beat time as the sky takes on its

to stir laboriously, I cannot help but conjure

sunset hues of oranges, pinks, purples.

thoughts of Macbeth 's witches over their

as Yendie's mother brings me my first meal

Strapped to the back of my bicycle are the

eerie and primitive cauldrons. The woman

- in fact, the only meal available - en

week's essentials: the plastic mat on which

is Yendie's mother.

brousse ("in the bush"). The food is t6, a

I will sleep; a 20-liter jug of potable water;

Yendie soon arrives from the fields to

It is before this mud hut that I now sit

gelatinous paste made of corn or millet

a set or two of beat-up clothes; and my

welcome me. He is my student at the

meal boiled in tamarind juice. Relatively

kerosene lamp, by which I will eat my

middle school five kilometers away, in the

harmless, t6 is also tasteless, its flavor

meals, play cards, read and even write.

large village of Piela. We are in the Eastern

embellished only by the sauce into which

region of Burkina Faso, a small landlocked

you dip the handful you have scooped and

huts, organized in a circular formation and

country in the heart of francophone West

formed into a ball. It is, sadly enough, the

surrounded by thorny branches meant to

Africa. I am a Peace Corps vol unteer,

national dish of Burkina Faso, nutrient

ward off wandering livestock. By the time

teaching English in a secondary school,

and calorie-free. Yendie and I manage to

I arrive, clouds have gathered and rain is

but at this moment teaching and students

get in only a few bites of t6 dipped in
baobab leaf sauce before rain begins to

My destination is a small group of mud

imminent. As I wait for my host, I unroll

are the last things on my mind. I am

the pink and green plastic mat and sit down.

worried about the impending rain and, more

pelt us. We move inside the hut to finish

A woman - wrinkle-etched, toothless and

generally, about the six days that await me.

our meal, my stomach heaving at each

rag-strewn - emerges from one of the huts

Yendie has invited me to come to his

swallow, my gag reflex working overtime.

and greets me in guttural tones. I am able,

family's fields to cultivate crops in the

just barely, to greet her back. She begins

traditional method. The offer is kind and

preparing the evening meal, which she must

generous. Possessed of a keen interest in

en brousse, I inadvertently think of how

finish before the rain creeps in. Silhouetted

experiencing village life at its edgiest, its

much my life has changed. One year ago,

against a now-ominous sky of magenta and
2

violet, she hobbles between large iron pots

By Mark Canavera

poorest, its most brutal and extreme, I have

No one ever said this would be easy.
As I prepare for bed on my first night

I was graduating from Furman, that

"Just guide the plow, don't push on it." At the young age of 15, Yendie Tindano is experienced in the labor-intensive art of plowing.
Yendie and his family are residents of Gnagna, the poorest province in poverty-stricken Burkina Faso. They are fortunate to have
a donkey and a plow to assist them as they practice the most basic form of subsistence farming.

2 Cultivating

microcosmic paradise nestled in the

DAY

set jewel. Now I am sleeping in a mud hut

I wake up to cocks crowing and sunlight

corn to serve as their staples for the year,

penetrating every available crack and slit

and they plant small fields of peanuts and

foothills of the Appalachians I ike a well
on a plastic mat on a dirt floor. The rain
is dripping through the straw, and it is cold;
any complex thoughts have been banished
by the circumstances.
The moment finds me in Burkina,
currently the third-poorest country in the
world, and more specifically, in Gnagna
province, the poorest province of this
forgotten country. Burkina's pathetic
statistics can overwhelm - highest infant
mortality rate in the world, lowest literacy
rate - but they are not the thoughts I am
focusing on now.
For the moment, my concern is how
wet I will get in this old, makeshift hut.
And how badly I will sleep on this dirt
floor. And how hungry I will be this week,
with just a little millet mush in my stomach
for each meal. And, ever so fleetingly, of
the eight-and-a-half million cultivators in
B urkina who have never known another
life than this one.

really subsistence farming at its most basic.
Families grow large fields of millet and

in the hut's thatch. My back hurts and my

beans to sell in order to cover small, basic

body is covered with insect bites - spiders

living expenses.

and ants and mosquitoes, but luckily no

Cultivating has five phases. The first

scorpions. Everything has a musty, damp

is plowing, done either by hand or, for

feel after the night's rain.

villagers with slightly more money, with

The rainy season in Burkina begins in

a donkey and plow. (Luckily for me, the

June and finishes in September or October;

Tindano family was able to purchase a

the rest of the year is bone-dry and hot as

donkey two years ago and a plow last year.)

hell. The rainy season is the crux of village

After the soil is plowed, it is "arranged"

life: not enough rain, and the crops will

using a daaba, a small metal tool with an

dry up; too much, and the rains will flood

arm-length wooden handle. Arranging

the fields, destroying everything. It's a

consists of breaking up clumps of dirt left

delicate balance in this land of extremes.

behind by the plow so that seeds can take

I come out of the hut into a blazing

root easily. Step three is sowing the seeds

7 a.m. sun to find that I am the late riser.

(I will be planting beans, peanuts and poids

The rest of the Tindano family has already

de terre, similar to chick-peas, this week),

taken to the fields. I know that the time

followed by several weeks of weeding and

has come, that I can no longer put off the

maintenance. Finally, in October, if the

inevitable. It's time to get my hands dirty,

rains have been steady and kind, the crops

to cultivate.

will be ready for harvesting.

"Cultivating," as it is called here, is

But I ' m getting ahead of myself. Today
3

we ' l l begin by plowing three small fields,
one for each crop, using Yendie's donkey.
Resourceful Yendie gears up the
donkey with the plow and plows one row
for me so that I 'l l have an idea of how it's
done. The donkey walks, you hold onto
the plow handle, and voila! - you've got
yourself a plowed row. Looks simple
enough. So Yendie hands over the reins of
the plow, and off we go, the donkey and I.
The donkey pulls much harder than I had

Hamtandi Tindano shows off a bowl of shea fruit. The shea tree, which grows primarily
in Africa, blooms in June and July; its fruit falls to the ground when ripe.

anticipated, and it takes all of my effort
roars on in parts of the world. Here, men

I do by pushing it downward. My hands

have all but won. Polygamy, female

your friends and neighbors, and find

are bleeding within minutes. "No, no!"

excision and domestic abuse are the

yourself in the company of others rather

says Yendie. "Just guide the plow, don 't

accepted norms rather than the horrifying

than in the habitual solitude of cultivation.

push on it." Sure thing, Yendie. No

aberrations. Here, men and women alike

Having been presented by Yendie's father,

problem.

proclaim that the female sex is inferior.

I am readily accepted by the group. They

Women are maids in their own households,

are thrilled that an American has chosen

burdened with chores from dawn until dark.

to work among them to discover the

So I try guiding the plow - and the
donkey takes off, trying to flee this forced
manual labor. Were Yendie not there to

In line at the water pump, I see the

difficulty of life as an African farmer, and

bring him back, the donkey very well may

tableau, exotic and enticing, of women

they are tickled that I can speak a few

have succeeded. We continue this mockery

carrying water in large jugs balanced on

rudimentary sentences of Goum1an 'tchema,

of plowing until the early afternoon, by

their heads. I think of the alarmingly small

the local language.

which time we have come up with the

number of girls in my middle school

patterns for three crooked, lopsided fields.

classes. I am glad to be carrying my own

middle school, who still don't quite believe

The donkey and I are exhausted, but 15-

water, even if it's not on my head. And I

that their teacher has come to cultivate

I recognize a few of the kids from the

year-old Yendie doesn't seem affected in

am proud to be a warrior for these women,

alongside them. As I consider these kids,

the least by what seem to me to be endless

even if they remain ignorant to the battles

I am struck by the lack of a pattern. There

hours of back-breaking labor. He tells me

they are losing daily.

is no rhyme or reason to which kids have
gotten the opportunity to go to school and

that it has been a light day for him, like a
little vacation. And I think, no child should

which kids haven't. In the Tindano family,

be subjected to this.

Community

for example, Yendie, the eldest, and Basla"I,

back to Piela with my water container to

Today Yendie's father has organized a

the middle son, remains uneducated. When

In the late afternoon, I have to bike

the youngest, go to school, but Hamtandi,

replenish my drinking water supply. When

cultivating feast. Vil lagers from

asked how the two were chosen, Mr.

I arrive in Piela, I discover that the previous

neighboring fields gather at one farmer's

Tindano responds, "Ah. That's just how

night's rain has flooded my house, soaked

fields to help with his weeding and

it goes." And the decision is just that

my personal belongings and ruined a few

maintaining. In turn, the host farmer feeds

arbitrary: one child goes to school and

important documents. But I got off easy.

his neighbors in a gesture of gratitude and

another does not. Of course, most parents

Elsewhere in Piela, two huts collapsed,

solidarity.

don 't even bother with a luxury such as

injuring two mothers and their children.

The crowd that shows up today is

school; the provincial enrollment rate

It's as if even nature selects women for

composed primarily of Yendie's friends

in secondary schools is below 3 percent

harsh treatment.

from school and from the village, with a

of the young population. Education is

Living in Burkina, where a deeply
entrenched patriarchal hierarchy ensures

4

accomplish a lot in a short time, help out

just to keep the plow in the ground, which

few older men thrown in for wisdom and

not a priority. Cultivating - that is,

for good measure. The atmosphere is jovial,

survival - is.

the continued subjugation of women,

good-hearted, light. Everybody enjoys a

reminds me that the battle of the sexes

cultivating get-together, for you can

We begin the weeding, a laborious and
back-stooped process. Functioning as a

Poverty, hunger and disease are everywhere, and yet people manage
to outwit them daily. Life here situates itself on some edge, some brink.
As Janis Joplin sang, "Freedom's just another word for nothing left to
lose," and in that sense, Burkinabe villagers are as free as the Harmattan
wind that blows down from the Sahara.

line, we plunge our daabas into the earth

running ahead to snag a few shea fruits

substantially behind the teen-age go-getters.

and scrape away undesirable elements -

that a woman had just brought out. The

I nearly pass out from exhaustion and

roots, weeds, insects, renegade seedlings.

fallen child cried and cried, still prostrate,

dehydration. I am lucky to be amidst a

The process is quick, violent and obviously

as his sisters gobbled down a few fruits,

group of folks who will take care of me.

harmful to the overall ecosystem. But it

their bodies relishing the first bits of vitamin

is necessary for the survival of the crops

C they had received in days. Considering

and thus for millions of people. Natural

that there wasn't enough fruit to go around,

selection comes to the fore, and the farmers

shall we deny these girls a few nibbles of

DAv4 No quick fix

are simply giving their crops a boost.

food simply because their brother couldn't

The night sky spreads not like a canvas but

While we work, the sense of

keep up? Do we expect them to stop and

like a hope, endless. I have often taken

community is overwhelming. Everyone

help him - and relinquish the fruit to other

solace in these stars when times are hard.

works at his own pace, but somehow we

eager and equally underfed children?

As I look through their myriad dimensions,

manage to move across the field in an even

Having lived in this unforgiving

line. When one person falls behind or stops

environment which brings natural selection

myths of people taking flight come into

for a break, his neighbor in the line picks

into its starkest relief, I view askance the

focus and make sense - flight and freedom

up the pace to fill in for him. I wish the

easy judgment call that decries the sisters'

and escape from the cruelty which nature

same could be said for Africa itself.

pursuit to meet their minimal physical

proffers in this hostile region.

Unfortunately, under French colonial
rule, only a few elite Africans were

needs, even at the expense of their brother's.
I cannot know what to make of these

the stars call me upward. Africa's numerous

Tonight, though, we are earthbound,
gathered around my kerosene lamp,

educated, and when independence came,

actions which seem to represent easy greed.

huddled against the enveloping blackness

these few enjoyed a distinct advantage.

I am American. My stomach has never

that lies outside, with two packs of cards

Con·uption often became their way of life.

gone empty since the day that I was born.

to keep us company. Two packs of cards,

And the extremely limited nature of
available resources serves to exacerbate

We continue to work across the millet
fields. The older hands and I begin to lag

and each other. The villagers from the
surrounding compounds have gathered at

the situation.
The most obvious result of corruption
is the drastic and growing discrepancy
between rich and poor. The members of
Burkina's upper class drive through the
countryside in their Land Cruisers, past
toiling peasants and innumerable evidences
of poverty's atrocities, without once turning
their heads to catch what lies in their
peripheral vision. They do not want to see
it. They do not want to ponder what lies
behind them, or possibly ahead.
Yet one cannot rightly judge those who
have succeeded by any means necessary,
for to do so is to begrudge them the right
to pursue an adequate standard of living.
The memory of chi ldhood hunger lingers
throughout a life, spurring its victims to
grasp at anything they can clutch. And
every citizen of Burkina Faso has
experienced childhood hunger.
I recall a scene from this morning when
a child fell and couldn't get up. He was
accompanied by his sisters, who kept

The marketplace in Piela is a scene of bustling activity and typically features a variety of
goods, from fruits and dry goods to clothing and even medicinal cures.
5

The sense of community is overwhelming. When one person falls
behind or stops for a break, his neighbor in the line picks up the pace
to fill in for him. I wish the same could be said for Africa itself.

After the soil is plowed, workers "arrange" it using a daaba, a metal tool with an arm-length wooden handle. Seeds take root more easily
after the clumps of dirt left behind by the plow are dispersed.

the Tindano household to play cards and

Africans have learned of their own relative

gossip - a n ight of fun, of exchange, of

poverty.

being together.
But this night, my presence has upset

develop an inferiority complex. A lthough

brink. As Janis Joplin sang, "Freedom 's
just another word for nothing left to lose,"
and in that sense, Burkinabe villagers are

the typical balance. I am a novelty item,

certain aspects of African life put Western

as free as the Harmattan wind that blows

and on display. Finally, the villagers can

"civilization" to shame- the emphasis on

down from the Sahara. They live only for

pose all of their burning questions about

communal living, the importance of family,

the moment, and they try to let that moment
be as carefree, loose and open as possible.

"the West" to a real, l ive American. Why

the courtesy, which would impress even a

don't "white people" like African food?

seasoned Charlestonian - Africans

How do Jean-Claude van Damme and

generally think of themselves as backwards,

This moment is a priceless one. I scan
the lamp-lit, card-playing scene, and I

Sylvester Stallone manage to drive through

sorely underdeveloped, pathetically poor.

listen. I hear laughing and talking - more

New York City with their machine guns set

Most sadly, many people here believe that

discussion in five minutes than the typical

to rapid-fire? The usual. I am reminded

the current state of African affairs is a result

American family can produce in a month.

of how naive villagers can be of modernity's

of intellectual inferiority.

The talk is about the weather, the new folks

trappings, and of how careless America
can be with its international image.
But as much as television and video
and radio have brought the same nonsense

6

This knowledge has caused them to

Life here situates itself on some edge, some

As Denyogo, one of the villagers, says

in town, tomorrow's market. Gossip, jokes.

to me tonight, "We have nothing." And in

And I am jealous. I think, how lucky they

some ways, Denyogo is right. Many things

are, and how lucky I am to be here among

are lacking here - not only creature

them. Then Denyogo reminds me that

to Africa that they have brought to the

comforts and luxuries, but fundamentals

things are lacking. Basic, life-supporting

developed world, they have also brought a

such as viable political, economic, judicial

things. Food. Medicine. Water. "We have

searing knowledge here. In watching

and educational systems. Health care is

nothing."

"whites" (Americans, Europeans,

almost non-existent; infrastructures here

Brazilians) lounge in posh apartments

do not even merit that name. Poverty,

pops into my head, that icon of African

on their cheaply produced soap operas

hunger and disease are the by-products,

aid: Sally Struthers, with her bona fide,

("Santa Barbara" among them), many

and yet people manage to outwit them daily.

American-style, 23-cents-a-day quick fix .

While I am reflecting in this vein, she

I would gladly pay up to 23 cents a day if
I knew that one child would benefit rather
than an office full of aid workers who just
bought new Land Cruisers. I wish 23 cents
a day would cut it. But any effective
remedy to this chaotic system will require
decades of vision, leadership, hard work,
motivation and goodwill.

DAYS The market
I return to Piela after a morning of sowing
seeds in the fields with Yendie and his
mother. This afternoon I will visit the
marketplace, which spins into frenzied
action every three days. I will spend the
night at my house in Piela, as my next
door neighbor there has asked me to do.
He will be in a neighboring village tonight
and is afraid that thieves might take
advantage of his absence to rob us both.
It is sad to think that someone who makes
less than $200 a year is afraid of being
robbed. Of course, I oblige.
The market is wonderful today, as
usual. Old men, relaxed and toothless, sit
under rows of straw awnings, selling just
about anything. The meandering shopper
will find anything from American T-shirts
(courtesy of Goodwill) to bike parts to
livestock. Using battery-powered
megaphones, traditional healers and
charlatans alike promise cures for snake
bites, diarrhea, headaches and AIDS.
Central to the whole bustling affair is a
spreading, shady oak under which the
women congregate to buy and sell
condiments - spices, powders, peanut
butter, oils, fruits - anything to liven up
their t6 sauces.
I go to the coffee stand and purchase

a small baggie of liquid yogurt, which I
drink instantly. I buy another and wolf it
down as well. I had not realized how
hungry I have become. The next stop is a
The women of Burkina Faso are burdened with chores from dawn until dark. The
country's entrenched patriarchal society ensures their second-class status.

small dry-goods boutique, where I stock
up on little packets of cookies, which I
7

Sometimes it seems that if the West would just take note of the extremity
of this Africa, things might start to change. But Europe and America
enclosed, prospering, self-protective- have no reason to notice. This
is not their Holocaust. Our worlds exist independently, and until capitalism
dictates otherwise, they will continue to do so.

have already finished eating by the time I
get to my house.
I am disappointed in myself- that I

could not even make it six days on "village
food" without resorting to some back-up.
Because now I cannot know their hunger,
their desire for something unattainable,
their unmet want.
hose who knew Mark Canavera

Nevertheless, I will return to the fields

'99 at

at the first hint of dawn to finish my week's

Furman are probably not surprised that his

work. I will pretend to understand their

first job is with the Peace Corps. As his close

hunger, even though I have cheated.

friend, English professor Willard Pate, says,
"Mark has a genuine concern for people and

DAY6 Motivation

has always been interested in issues like race
and feminism."
In the town of Piela in Burkina Faso, West
Africa, Canavera pursues these interests while
teaching English to middle- and high-school

It is my last day in the fields for now, and

students. His projects have included dis

it's only half a day at that. In October,

tributing scholarships to girls entering middle

once the school year has begun, I will return

school, organizing a regional theatre com

to harvest the few crops that we have

petition to increase AIDS awareness, and

planted, God willing. This afternoon, I

developing a summer camp to encourage girls

will catch the twice-a-week bus to Fada

to stay in school.

N 'Gourma, the regional capital. From

His sensitivity to women's issues,
combined with the second-class status of
women in Burkina Faso, has led him to develop
many programs that target girls. He organized

Mark Canavera with his student and
friend, Yendh! Tindano.

a "Women's Appreciation Day" in which he

will assist in the training of the newly
arrived Peace Corps volunteers. As brief

invited professional women in and around
Piela to speak to his students about career

his article says, he is often discouraged by the

options for women. "With unemployment what

area's "ignorance, sexism, corruption and

it is here, the term 'career option' seems like

poverty," he is also clearly convinced of the

an oxymoron," he says, "but it seemed a good

value and the urgency of his work.
- Jim Stewart

idea to at least let the girls know what jobs
are out there."
He has also taught a class that focused

To help Mark Canavera with any of his projects,

on women in various cultures, and he invited

contact the Peace Corps Partnership Program

female health workers in town to the school

at (202) 606-3406 or through e-mail at

for a session on female sexuality, which he

pcpp@peacecorps.gov. Canavera, who

described as a "smashing success." In a

received the Bradshaw-Feaster Medal as

country where AIDS is rampant and, as he

the outstanding male graduate in the Class

says, "the subject of female sexuality has no

of '99, can be reached at bunnio@hotmail.com,

real forum," any effort to educate the populace

but because of his limited access to e-mail

is worthwhile.

it may take a while for him to respond.

Canavera is pleased with the rapport he
has developed with the young people of the

Note: The photographs accompanying this

area and is working to expand his school,

article were processed in Africa before being

which currently runs through 1Oth grade, into

mailed to the States.

a full-fledged high school. And although, as

there, I will continue to Bobo-Diouslasso,
the country's second-largest city, where I

as my tenure en brousse has been, I am
glad to be leaving this rugged world.
Fatigue, hunger and a desire to escape have
overtaken my thought processes.
My notions of the noble farmer living
close to the land and in harmony with the
earth seem romantic, naive, even ridiculous
now. I am glad for their dissipation.
Before I chose to undertake this week
in the fields, another volunteer and I had
discussed the traditional cultivating life
practiced by 85 percent of the population
of Burkina. An Indiana farm boy well
versed in modern agricultural methods, he
argued that nobody should have to do this
kind of work in today's world, what with
the technology, knowledge and materials
available. I silently disagreed, envisaging
a simple life directed by manual labor and
outlined in ignorant contentment or maybe
even bliss. Now, looking at my dirty,

8

chapped hands and feeling the physical
fatigue that awaits you the minute you
emerge from sleep, I acquiesce. "We have
nothing." My colleague was correct. In
today's techno-savvy, information-sharing
world, nobody should have to do this kind

African encounter: Selected readings
.._

of work.
that if the West would just take note of the

A rich literary tradition chronicles

professor's at1empt to come to grips

the American and European

with personal demons. The New

extremity of this Africa, things might start

encounter with Africa.

But people do. Sometimes it seems

to change. (Had you ever heard of B urkina

According to Robin Visel,

Faso? Neither had I.) But Europe and

Furman Eng lish professor, a list of

America - enclosed, prospering, self

worthy heirs to Joseph Conrad's

protective - have no reason to notice.

Heart of Darkness includes such

This is not their Holocaust. Our worlds

recent works as:

exist independently, and until capitalism
dictates otherwise, they will continue to
do so.
For now, ignorance, sexism, corruption
and poverty seem to have gained the upper
hand. Pessimism fueled by powerlessness
overarches daily life, sapping the hope
right out of B urkina Faso 's collective
worldview.
My work here as an educator, as a
human resource, seems a drop in an ocean

• Barbara Kingsolver's

Yorker calls it "an authentically
spiritual document, a lament for the
soul of a disgraced century:·

• Maria Thomas· Come to Africa
and Save Your Marriage, And Other
Stories and Antonia Saw the Oryx
First (both Soho Press, 1987). These

Poisonwood Bible (Harper, 1998).

books are the late author's

Set in the Congo, this best sel ler tells

fictionalized accounts of Peace Corps

of the efforts of a proselytizing

experiences in East Africa. She

Baptist missionary and his family to

served in the Corps in Ethio pia

adapt to their situation amid personal

during the early seventies.

and political u pheaval . Dealing with
such themes as cultural imperialism,

• Norman Rush's Whites:
Stories and Mating ( both Vintage,

race and gender, it equates the

1992) . Both books are set in

exploitation of Africa by the West

Botswana. Whites is a well-received

with the exploitation of women by

col lection about the lives of

men.

expatriates; Mating, which earned

that just continues to grow. But such

• J.M. Coetzee's Disgrace

work is necessary. I know that I have

(Viking Penguin, 1999). This Booker

and ambitious love story set against

accomplished something if I have

Prize-winning novel examines the

a background of regional politics and

encouraged one woman to stand up for

social and political complexities of

societal experimentation.

herself. Or taught one teen-ager how to

South Africa through the story of a

the National Book Award, is a witty

protect himself or herself against the natural
and unnatural catastrophe that is AIDS in
Africa. Or motivated one kid to enroll or
to stay in school. The steps are small and
immeasurable, but they are also vital,
crucial, pivotal, urgent. As discouraging
as l ife here may become, I remain
convinced of the fundamental importance
of the time that I am spending here and of
the validity of my role as a volunteer.
Today I should be leaving the Tindano
family with the requisite list of "lessons
learned," but my mind is a jumble, as it
often is here in Burkina. I do, however,
know what I will take with me. I will take

them. I leave with the painful awareness

As I ride away, I feel my bloody,

of the undesirability of life at its most basic,

cracked and aching hands against the

and dare I say, most primitive. And through

handlebars. I ponder, slowly and carefully,

this awareness, I have gained renewed

how much more work it will take to

motivation - to work harder in my

improve or maybe even just salvage this

development efforts, to give my all to the

hardened life.

people who have offered me a place at a
table that is already set for too many. We 'II
make do. I do not - I cannot - know
what, if anything, I am leaving to the
Tindano family or to their neighbors en
brousse. Perhaps I do not want to know.

the warmth and the acceptance of a people
who knew only that I wanted to be among
9

"V:ewed in its entirety, a quarter century of institutional

history is like a watch in the night: occasions of

public excitement or alarm are diligently recorded,
while private moments of conversation,
contemplation and discovery go undocumented.
For a place such as Furman this focus is
particularly unfortunate, because the university's

on the nature of the university for years to come.

S ince 1975, the Furman faculty has undergone

considerable expansion. The 1975-76 catalogue

listed 170 faculty members of record, including part

most significant contributions are not inscribed

time professors. For 1999-00, the number was 253.
This 48 percent increase in size has had positive

in its public history but are written in the auto

implications for the curriculum, as a much greater

biographies of the students, alumni, faculty, staff and

variety of courses is now offered. In addition,

friends who have been enriched by its influence.

academic programs such as Asian Studies and

Nevertheless, reflecting on an institution's past
can serve a higher purpose than mere chronicling.

Communication Studies have been added, and other
programs, such as Earth and Environmental Sciences

It helps to identify developments in the past and

(formerly Geology) and Chemistry, which now offers

trajectories in the present that are likely to set the

the American Chemical Society certification, have

stage for the future.

been expanded.

Numerous issues in Furman's recent history are

However, the pressure on academic facilities

worth considering: the growth of the university's

during this period of personnel and program

endowment to the current $260 million, the rise in

expansion became extreme. For a time the strain

annual alumni support to over 50 percent, the

was mitigated by enclosing porches in Plyler and

stronger academic credentials of the student body,

Furman halls, as well as by partitioning classrooms

the increase in faculty publications and grants

into offices. The completion of the Roe Art Building

received, the successes of athletic teams, and many
others. But as Alfred S. Reid, Bennette E. Geer

in 1986 and of Riley and Johns halls in the 1990s
helped alleviate some of the pressure, and additional

Professor of Literature, wrote at the close of his

construction, expansion and renovations are

assessment of 150 years of Furman's history in the
summer 1976 issue of Furman Magazine, "A college,

providing offices, classrooms, laboratories, studios
and other spaces to support the collaborative

of course, is more than issues. It is people." Indeed,
a college is its students, faculty, administrators, staff,

to engaged learning and multidisciplinary study.

trustees, alumni and friends.
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and trustees- that are likely to have a major effect

enterprises associated with Furman's commitment

The last 25 years at Furman have brought

The expansion of the faculty over the last 25
years has included a marked increase in the number

changes in three of these groups- faculty, students

of women. In 1975-76, 127 members of the faculty

listed in the catalogue held earned doctorates. Only
seven of them, or 6 percent, were women. The

This remarkable shift reflects an important change

in institutional culture. In his Furman Magazine
article, excerpted from his 1976 history of the

picture was quite different in 1999-00, when 54
(25 percent) of the 215 faculty with earned doctorates
were women. Furthermore, the current trajectory

university, Alfred Reid suggested that as a result of

suggests these numbers are increasing, as more than

sighted and ambitious leadership of President Gordon

half (29) of these women have joined the faculty
since 1990.
While Furman has not yet arrived at a "gender

W. Blackwell, Furman was successfully making the

balanced" faculty, the nearly eight-fold increase in

by national standards." It appears that his successors,

the construction of the current campus and the far

transition from a "local" college to a "regional" one.
However, Blackwell's goal for Furman was "excellence

the number of women scholars has enriched the

John E. Johns and David E. Shi, along with their

academic and intellectual community through the
empowerment and effectiveness of a wider range of

academic deans and the chairs of academic
departments, have recruited faculty commensurate

voices and perspectives. In the last decade it has
become routine for women to serve as department
chairs (still a novelty in the 1980s), and women

with the vision Blackwell brought to Furman in

have moved from the faculty ranks into adminis
trative positions.
It remains to be seen how far and how fast

1965.
A national liberal arts college requires a national
faculty. The years 1975 to 2000 will stand as the
period in Furman's history when the mode of
recruiting moved from the question, "Who is the

opportunities will continue to emerge for women at

best person available from Chapel Hill this year?"

Furman. The institution's relatively small size limits

to "Where are the best programs in this field, and

the number of opportunities for advancement for
faculty and staff alike, but it appears that by the end

who are the best people available?"

of the 1990s the playing field was becoming more
level.

institution and its students beyond regionalism.

The faculty is more diverse in other ways, as is

A national faculty raises the sights of the
Faculty who come from the top graduate programs
send their students to the same institutions. Furman's

evident in the geographical distribution of the

national standing will only increase as faculty

doctoral institutions from which faculty receive their
degrees. In 1975-76, 69 percent of the faculty with

recruited from the best doctoral programs encourage
their students to follow their path.

doctorates had earned them at universities located
in the Southeast or Deep South. In 1999-00, only

A quarter-century after Reid pronounced Furman
to be on the road from a local to a regional university,

44 percent held doctorates from these regions.

it is evident that Furman is on the road again. If
11

there is a harbinger for the future, it might be in the

increase in the student population during the 1980s

increase (from six to 16) in the number of Furman

is that Furman is now considerably larger than the

faculty who have received at least one of their degrees

liberal arts colleges with which it traditionally has

from an institution outside the United States. The

been compared- Davidson, Rhodes, Sewanee and

faculty may already be experiencing the beginnings

others. At the same time, Furman is considerably

of its next major change- internationalization.

smaller than a cluster of small private research

A second development of import over the last

universities- Wake Forest, Duke, Vanderbilt

25 years is the changing face of the students. Between
1975 and 2000, the student body expanded from

Furman is large enough to offer a wider array of

2, 104 undergraduates to 2,632, an increase of 25

programs than the smaller colleges, yet small enough

percent. But because the campus was constructed

to be more effective than the larger universities at

to accommodate 1, 700, Furman was attempting to

providing students with personal attention from a

handle more than half-again as many students as its

faculty dedicated to undergraduate teaching and

facilities were designed to serve. And nowhere,

learning.

aside from the strains on academic space, were

As with the faculty, there have been significant

the problems more evident than in the lack of

shifts in the student population as it has increased

housing.

in size. In terms of gender balance, the makeup of

With most juniors and seniors living off campus,

the student body has reversed itself in the last 25

the residence halls were essentially junior-college

years. This is in keeping with a national trend:

enclaves, with sophomores serving as the primary

more women than men are attending college, and

role models for freshmen. Restoring the residential

more women are choosing selective institutions. In

nature of the college by adding apartment-style

1975, 55 percent of the Furman student body was

housing for juniors and seniors had been on the

male and 45 percent female. In 1999, the figures

drawing board in the 1980s, but the plans were

were 55 percent women, 45 percent men.

shelved because of financial concerns. The recent

Furman and other historically church-related

construction of North Village finally addressed this

colleges in the South have also witnessed an increase

need, and there is every reason to expect that re

in the number of Roman Catholic students. In 1975,

establishing Furman as a fully residential institution

6 percent of Furman undergraduates identified

will reshape student life in important ways, some of

themselves as Roman Catholic; in 1999, 12 percent

which are undoubtedly not even apparent yet.

did. Baptists, meanwhile, declined from 36 percent

An interesting and inadvertent feature of the
12

and Emory- with which it competes for students.
This distinctive size fills a clear niche in the market.

in 1975 to 27 percent in 1999. In one of the most

competitive areas of student recruitment, the
minority student population doubled from 4 percent

success in recruiting by the Office of International

in 1975 to 8 percent in 1999.
A notable shift has occurred in the percentage

number of international students at Furman has

of South Carolina students, which declined from 54

countries in 1975 to 80 students from 39 countries

percent in 1975 to 32 percent in 1999. Still, the
student body remains overwhelmingly Southern.

in 1999. International students still make up only
3 percent of the student body, so it is too soon to

In 1975, only 9 percent of Furman students declared
their residence to be in states outside the Southeast

an indication of a development that will contribute

and Deep South. In 1999, although the number of
students from other regions had increased, the

significant way.

percentage was essentially unchanged ( 10 percent).
Clearly, the decline in students from Furman's home

Education, as well as by athletic programs, the
increased from 12 students representing nine

know whether or not this change over 25 years is
to the face of the Furman student body in any

The third development in the last quarter century

state has been offset by increases from surrounding

that promises to shape the Furman of the future is

states, a development that confirms Reid's suggestion

the changing face of its trustees. In 1975, all 25
members of the board of trustees were Baptists from

of the growing regional reputation of Furman in the
mid- 1970s.
However, this stubbornly regional composition
of Furman's student body raises an interesting
question about the university's national ambitions:
Is it necessary to have a national student body to
achieve national prominence? The answer, though

South Carolina. In 1999, the board consisted of32
members from nine states.
This expanded and more diverse group was
drawn from the region where Furman's student and
alumni base was strongest: 29 of the 32 members

certainly debatable: probably not. Because studies

were residents of the southeastern United States.
Roughly a third of them were Baptists, and one

have shown that most undergraduates attend a

member was Jewish. If, as Reid contended, Furman

college within 300 miles of their home, Furman is
not in fact competing for students with Bowdoin,

university finally arrived at a regional board of

Haverford and Williams. To build a student body

trustees in the 1990s. Furthermore, as Furman's

of national caliber, Furman must succeed instead in
attracting the very best students in its own region.

level, it is likely that more trustees will be drawn

was becoming a regional college in the 1970s, the

alumni support continues to expand on a national

In the student population, as among faculty,
there is also a hint of a possible development beyond

from a wider geographical area.

the national to the international. Thanks to the

was not a gradual process but the result of a series

This change in the composition of the trustees
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of dramatic and tumultuous events that embroiled

was the prospect that the most likely successful

the university in political and legal conflicts with

candidate for the presidency of the SCBC in 1990

the South Carolina Baptist Convention (SCBC).

was an individual associated with the fundamentalist

The dispute over governance in the late 1980s and

movement on both the state and national levels.

early 1990s developed into a battle over the very

In light of the decade of control and consolidation

nature and identity of the institution.
The face of the trustees first began to change in

of power by the fundamentalist movement nationally,
moderate Baptists in South Carolina saw the prospect

1988 with an occurrence that alarmed many on the

of the election of a fundamentalist president as a

Furman campus, as well as its alumni and friends.

point of no return for the SCBC and for Furman.

Nominated and elected by the SCBC, Furman's
trustees were customarily selected by the convention's

of the Furman Alumni Association, David Ellison,

submitted to the committee by the Furman

appointed an ad hoc task force to investigate the

administration. In 1988, in an unprecedented move

university's options. A group of five alumni attorneys

by that committee, only two of the five new nominees

working under the aegis of this task force discovered
that Furman's legal standing under the state Non

were taken from Furman's list of desirable trustees.
It quickly became evident that the committee had

Profit Corporation Statute of 1900 would permit

fallen under the influence of the fundamentalist

the trustees to amend the university's charter without

movement that had risen to ascendancy in the

the approval of the SCBC.

Southern Baptist Convention beginning in 1979.
In the mid- 1980s, this national movement had

On October 15, 1990, in a special meeting of
the board, the trustees took the historic action of
voting to amend the charter and the bylaws of the

already succeeded in gaining control of the board of
the smallest of the six Southern Baptist seminaries,

university to make the board self-perpetuating. That

Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake

day, 18 South Carolina Baptists, duly elected by

Forest, N.C., an institution to which typically a

their convention, stood up for Furman's academic,

dozen or more Furman graduates a year would

intellectual and religious freedom. Their action
stands with Furman's inclusion in The Duke

matriculate. To many observers of Baptist politics,
it was clear that Furman had fallen into the crosshairs

Endowment indenture and the construction of the

of one of the most successful political juggernauts

current campus as the three most influential
developments in the university's history over the
last 100 years.

in the history of American denominationalism.
In 1989, two more trustees were elected that
were not from Furman's list. Equally threatening
14

I n response to the gathering cloud, the president

nominating committee from a list of individuals

In spite of sustained efforts on the part of

representatives of Furman and of the SCBC to forge

wherever it is to be found. Furthermore, the

a revised relationship between the convention and

university understands its mission to be not

the university, the "aU-or-nothing" attitude of the

only the transmission of knowledge, attitudes,

fundamentalist wing of the convention prevailed.

values, and faith, but also the continual

On May 1 5, 1 992, the SCBC voted in a special

examination and correction of these areas of

session attended by more than 4,800 messengers

university life in the light of continuing

from churches across the state to end its 1 66-year

discovery and integration of truth. The

relationship with Furman.

university, which is the natural arena for such

As one of the "issues- resolved and unresolved

an engagement, is committed to having

- in Furman's 1 50-year history," Alfred Reid's article

teachers who find learning exciting and are

contended in 1976, "The overriding issue in Furman's

able to communicate such excitement, and

past is its church-related identity." His assessment

students who are intellectually and

is no less pertinent in 2000, a mere eight years

emotionally prepared to respond to the

removed from the separation, and the issue is no
more "resolved" today than it was then.

challenge."

In the aftermath of the break with the con

The challenge before the entire Furman com

vention, the trustees sought to make it clear that

munity, both now and in the future, is to live out

their only intention was to change Furman's mode

its mission, character and values as framed by the

of governance, not its nature and identity. On

trustees who set it free.

May 2 1 , 1 992, they adopted a revised "Character
and Values Statement" as "an attempt to identify
and clarify the university's character and values to
its faculty, administrators, staff, students, and other
constituencies." This document affirms that Furman
"intends to remain faithful to its free-church heritage

Jeffrey S . Rogers is associate academic dean and Dana
Associate Professor of Religion at Furman , where he
has taught since 1 988 . He hold.s a Ph.D. from Princeton
Theological Seminary .

in the Baptist tradition" by being
"a place of relentless search for truth through
rigorous intellectual discipline. Such a search
is conducted only in an atmosphere free of
provincial restrictions. Such a university must
zealously guard its freedom to look for truth
15

This image was taken in a studio. Joe and I were shooting a gray tree frog and thought a silhouette shot through the leaf
would be different and interesting. Many great nature shots turn out that way because they offer an unusual perspective.
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By Jim Stewart

Natural Selection
A

Furman student's summer internship provides the opportunity to practice the art of nature photography.

A11 Adam Drury knew last spring was that he wanted to find

a s u m mer i nternsh i p in photography - in particu lar, nature
photography.
" I ' d always l i ked animals and the outdoors and had for
years taken a lot of print photograph s , " he says . " But more
recently I 'd become i nterested in field techniques, i n where
to go and what to look for to take a good photograph . "
The best way to pursue h i s i nterest, h e reasoned , was
to find a position that provided on-the-job tra i n i ng. Starting
from scratch , he compi l ed a s ho rt l i st of names and began
cal l i ng around, pitch i ng h i m self to various photographers.
O n ly no one seemed to be h i ri ng. Some s i m ply said no;
others were kind enough to offer him leads: "We don't need
anyone, but you m ight try so-and-so . "
Fi nal ly, after two weeks of dead ends, someone referred
him to Joe and Mary Ann McDonald of McClure, Pa . Although
Drury didn 't know it the n , the McDonalds are wel l known i n
nature photography circles, having publis hed the i r photos
widely, written a number of books and di rected photogra phy
i n stitutes and tri ps. (For more on the McDonalds , visit their
Web s ite at www. hoothol l ow.co m . )
And Drury's ti m i ng was good. The McDonalds had j u st
l earned that the i ntern they had h i red wou ld be unable to
take the job, and they were l ooking for a replacement. After
a brief conversation, they decided to take a flyer on Dru ry,
who had one photography course under h i s belt, and h i red
h i m over the phone.
I n mid-J u n e Drury l eft h i s home i n Athen s , Ten n . , and
headed to the McDonalds' studio i n Pennsylvania Dutch
cou ntry, where he spent the next two months learn i ng the
art and the business of photography. Often r i s i ng before 7
and working u ntil 8 o r later, he assisted with photo s hoots
and summer workshops, prepared s l ides and photos to submit
to publications, handled requests for stock plant and animal
s hots , and labeled and fi led s l ides.
Along the way, he experienced the thri l l s and frustrations
of the business, from wrestling a 50-pound tiger cub to
spend i ng an entire afternoon trying u nsuccessfu l ly to capture
the perfect shot of a tree frog in mid-leap.
By the end of h i s i nterns h i p , Drury had received a fu l l
scale i n itiation i nto how a freelance photography business
works. Joe McDonald says , "There ' s not m uch glamo u r i n
long days o f office work, but that's a h uge part o f t h e job.
I n fact, there was so much work that some of the projects
we had planned, l i ke working on digital fi les, we never got to .
It was a great experience for us and, with Adam p u s h i ng u s
t o l ift weights with h i m each day, an exhausti ng one! "
Most s ign ificantly, Drury was able to practice the craft
he plans on making h i s l ivel i hood after he graduates i n the
s pring with a major i n " Photography and Digital I magi ng, " a
program he designed by blending courses i n art, com puter
science and biology. He also hopes to return to Penn sylvania
and continue his work with the McDonalds.
O n these and the next two pages are examples of Adam
Drury 's work, with his explanation of how he took each photo.

As a result of his internship, Adam Drury 's portfolio features
a wide variety of scenic, wildlife and studio shots.

The McDonalds have quite a few hummingbird feeders that, during the
breeding season, have to be filled every day.

The hummingbirds were so

focused on food, I was able to surround the feeders with four high-speed
flashes and could still shoot with my macro lens.
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This shot was a good lesson for me: always keep a n open mind and a n open eye, wherever you are. I had been shooting an
Amish hay field and, as I was leaving, I looked away from the sunset, across a street, through telephone lines, and snapped
a couple of shots with my telephoto lens.

I was up just after sunrise shooting flowers when I noticed these leaves perfectly dotted with dew. I took an entire roll to make
sure that I got at least one full-frame, sharp image.
18

Many times macro shots (close-ups of small objects) can be all about color and pattern. The repeating shapes of this coneflower
were, I thought, the most interesting part of the plant. Since that's what caught my attention, that's all I included in the picture.

The way the Amish bale and align the hay in their fields makes for some great photo opportunities. After some obvious wide
angle sunset shots, I started moving around and trying different compositions.
big parts of photography.

Experimentation and creative thinking are
19

The more doors we close to women who are called to min ister,
the more we cut ourselves off from the workings of God's spi rit

t

ey caught me ;n the

using them . The first time I

church hallway on a Sunday

stood behind a pulpit, I felt

morning this summer. ''What

as if I'd come home.

do you think?" they asked.

I didn't need the clarification of
"Think of what?" I knew what they
were aski ng. The news had just
broken that the Southern Baptist
Convention was going to vote on
amending the Baptist Faith and
Message, including adding a sec
tion i ndicating that women should
not serve as pastors. My fellow
church members wondered how I
would react, since I am an ordained
Baptist minister who frequently
preaches and once served on their
church staff.
"So what do you think?" I just
shrugged my shoulders. This
wasn't news to me. It wasn't some
thing the convention hadn't said
before.
I was a seminary student i n
1 984 when t h e S B C , meeting in
Kansas City, passed a resolution
declaring that because Eve had
been "first i n the Fall" - the first
to break God's command in the
Garden of Eden - then women
ought not to serve as pastors or to
be ordai ned.
At that time, I felt crushed. I
was halfway through seminary. I
was discovering my own gifts for
pastoral ministry - and that I loved

The SBC was the family that
had raised me. G rowing up in a
Southern Baptist church, I heard
repeatedly that I was to seek God's
will for my l ife and spend my l ife
following that will. M ission educa
tion organizations gave me my first
taste of hands-on ministry. And
when, as a teen-ager, I shared with
my church my sense of cal ling to
what we called "full-time Christian
service," the congregation rejoiced,
even though none of us had a clue
as to how that calling would be
fleshed out. The very first sermon
I ever preached was in that church,
when I served as youth pastor in
high school.
I'd received my underg raduate
education from Fu rman , a Baptist
school , and was now a student at
Southeastern Baptist Seminary.
Southern Baptists had been my
family. When the resolution passed
in Kansas City, I felt as if my family
had abandoned me.
The next fall the seminary
magazine published some excerpts
from my journal, chronicling my
reaction to the resolution . I wrote
that I felt there was no longer a
place for me. Shortly after it was
published, I happened upon my

Hebrew professor in a hallway. He
gave me words that I 've never for
gotten. "Don't you believe that
there's not a place for you," he said,
reminding me of Gamaliel's advice
to the Pharisees regarding the
Christians that if this movement
was of God, it could not be stopped
(Acts 5 :39). I would never forget
his words.
And so here we are, more than
a decade and a half later, and the
SBC has said again that women
should not be pastors. In the years
since the summer of '84, I've served
as an interim pastor of one church
and as pastor to many others, i n
function i f not in name and office.
And I just have to wonder
what all the fuss is about.

I know the biblical arguments,
such as the case against Eve. But
oddly enough, Paul hi mself writes
in Romans 5 : 1 8 that "just as sin
came into the world through one
man" (Adam), grace comes to us
through J esus. "Therefore just as
one man's trespasses led to con
demnation for all, so one man's act
of righteousness leads to justifica
tion and life for all." Eve is conspic
uously absent in this particular
discourse about the responsibility
for the advent of sin in creation,
although Paul does get to her in
other passages. Can it be that
21

Peggy Haymes '82 holds a Master of Arts
degree in pastoral care and counseling
from Wake Forest University and a Master
of Divinity degree from Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary. She lives
in Greensboro, N.C.

Eve's sin was so great that even
Christ cannot redeem it - and that
her daughters must continue to pay
the price?
Another argument is based on
the admonitions of Paul in I Corin
thians and I Ti mothy. I n I Timothy
2 : 1 1 - 1 4, women are com manded
to learn in silence and are forbidden
to have authority over men. To the
church at Corinth, Paul writes that
women are not perm itted to speak
in the churches and should be silent
(I Corinthians 1 4 :34). The prohibi
tion seems clear enough.
And yet, when I'm flipping
through the television channels and
come across a worship service from
a church led by some of the pastors
who oppose the ordination and pas
toral leadership of women on the
basis of these scriptures, I become
confused. For I see women in their
churches who have their hair i n
French braids. I see women wear
ing what seem to be expensive
clothes, and gold jewelry and pearl
necklaces.
I'm confused because the same
passage in I Timothy that prohibits
women to teach or have authority
over a man also declares that
"Women should dress themselves
modestly and decently in suitable
clothing, not with their hair braided,
or with gold, pearls, or expensive
clothes" (2:9). I also see women
praying with their heads uncovered;
earlier in I Corinthians Paul writes
that "any woman who prays or
prophesies with her head u nveiled
disgraces her head - it is one and
the same thing as having her head
shaved." ( 1 1 :5)
I cannot remember the
theologian who first ex
plained to me that there was
a difference between what
i s prescriptive (for a l l time
and every place) and what
i s descriptive (reflective of
a particular situation and

The Southern Baptist
Convention was born out of a con
troversy over whether one person
ought to enslave another person .
Those Southerners who argued for
slavery poi nted to their Bible, to
Paul's command for slaves to obey
their masters and for Onessimus,
culture).
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a runaway slave, to return to his
captivity. Those verses were taken
as prescriptive. Today we u nder
stand them as descriptive.
There is also the less clearly
articulated but just as powerful
argument that a woman serving as
a pastor "just isn't Baptist." But
we have to be careful in
declaring what i s and isn't

Baptist. My church half-believed
the com ments of a visitor that we
weren't Baptist because our minis
ters wear pulpit robes when they
lead in worship - until we studied
Baptist history and I told them about
Richard Furman, who wore a pulpit
robe every Sunday as he preached
from the pulpit of the Fi rst Baptist
Church of Charleston , S.C., the first
Baptist church in the South. That's
about as Baptist as it gets.
Although they may not have
been formally ordai ned or legally
i nstalled as pastors, women minis
ters have always been part of Bap
tist life. In fact, one of the charges
against some of the first Baptists
in England was that they allowed
women to preach . (The women
were not ordained, but neither were
many of the men.) The Presby
terians and Ang licans were scan
dalized by the "she-preachers," the
"impudent housewives" who dared
to proclaim the gospel.
I n the 1 8th centu ry a Baptist
church was founded at Sandy
Creek, N . C . , a church that was to
have a pivotal i nfluence on the
growth and development of Baptists
in the South. Among the leaders
of that church was a woman named
Martha Stearns Marshall , who
preached extensively and elo
quently. In fact, as Leon McBeth
says in Women in Baptist Life, a
major obstacle in a later movement
to unite the two major Baptist
groups in the South was "the ex
tensive ministry of women in the
services" of one of the groups.
If there have been few women
serving as ordained pastors of local
congregations, there has been no
shortage of women preaching and
teaching and visiting the sick and
counseling the troubled. They
responded because of their passion
for the gospel , the needs they

do know this: whenever one person's
gifts are denied, we al suffer.
I

saw before them and their own
commitment to use the gifts that
God had g iven them. Lottie Moon
- missionary to China, leader i n
t h e foreign mission movement
among Baptists and the closest
thing Baptists have to a recognized
saint - was chastised by some
because Chinese men were listen
ing in while she preached to the
women in the villages. But she
would not and could not follow
Paul's admonition to "keep silent"
in the face of such need.
The Baptist understanding of
ordination has been that it is the
blessing of the church upon one's
calling and ministry, not the convey
ing of authority. That's why the local
congregation ordains, not the de
nomination. (When I was ordained,
the people who had raised me laid
their hands of blessing on me the Sunday school teachers who
taught me through song and deed
that "Jesus loves me," the church
librarian who encouraged my love
of books, even my kindergarten
teacher. It was the whole of the
congregation and not just the
ordained clergy.)
Likewise, because we have
believed in the priesthood of all
believers, "we have maintained that
the leadership of the pastor is one
of office rather than one of status,"
as Brooks Hays and John Steely
write in The Baptist Way of Life.
It is interesting, therefore, that
much of the argument against
women serving as pastors (even
by those who would allow women
in other ministerial roles) focuses
on the issue of authority. If you
believe that congregational structure
is hierarchical - a pyramid with the
pastor at the top - and if you
believe that women cannot be i n
positions o f authority, then it follows
logically that women cannot be pas
tors. But such congregational struc
ture isn't true to Baptist history and
tradition. Just as importantly, I
believe that it is not consistent with

new movements of the Spirit among
us, movements that call us to
relationships of mutual respect,
of partnership and not hierarchy.
A lot of scripture gets thrown
around in this debate, but lately I've
been thinking about two passages
that are not often mentioned. The
first comes from the book of Acts,
where Peter is sharing the story of
the vision that influenced him to
work with the Gentiles. In Acts
1 1 : 1 7 he says to the Jewish Chris
tians, "If God gave them the
same g ift that he gave us
when we believed in the Lord
Jesus Christ, who was I that

I could hinder God?" What if
God has given women gifts for pas
taring churches? Not just for
preaching and teaching and visiting
but also the gift for walking with
church members in that particular
and sacred relationship known as
being pastor. I know more than a
few women with those gifts. Are
we willing to hinder God?
I also think of the words of
Jesus in Matthew 7:1 7, when he
speaks of how to distinguish false
prophets from true: "You will know
them by their fruits. . . . Every good
tree bears good fruit but the bad
tree bears bad fruit." I look at the
fruits of women I know who have
served and are serving as pastors,
as well as those who have had to
work out pastoral callings in non
traditional ways. And I see the
gospel being preached with faith
fulness and profound eloquence.
I see the hands of the dying being
held and the broke -hearted being
comforted. I hear voices being
raised on behalf of those who have
been silenced by injustice. I see
children growing up into faith and
teen-agers making commitments
about living lives of integrity and
faith. I see people doing the work
of the kingdom. I see relationships
being mended and sometimes, the

unavoidable end of relationships
being grieved. I see people who
love God and want to serve God
more than anything , no matter the
obstacle.
I look at all of these fruits
and wonder, what's the prob·
lem? What is so very wrong
with this picture?

A lot of time has passed be
tween Kansas City in 1 984 and this
summer. I've done many kinds
of ministry, and now I serve as a
healer through my counseling prac
tice. I serve as a preacher to the
congregations that will invite me.
I serve as a writer and editor. I do
these things because I believe it is
what I'm called to do at this time in
my l ife. Sometimes people ask if
I'll ever return to ministry in the local
church. My honest reply is, "I don't
know. I used to make five-year
plans but I got tired of God laughing
at them."
But I do know this: that when
ever one person's gifts are denied,
we all suffer. The more doors we
close to women who are called of
God to minister, the more we close
ourselves off to the blowing of the
Spirit of our God, who has a long
track record of doing "new things."
We cannot afford to deny ourselves
the gift of having their gifts exercised
among us. "Allowing" women
to serve as pastors isn't
something that we do for
them.

It's something that

There are great
needs around us and great needs
within us, and we need the gifts of
every person who has been called.
When I was a little girl going to
Sunday school and church I was
told that I could be - and should
be - whatever God called me to
be. May that day come to pass
for all of us, lest we be guilty of
hindering God.
we do for us.
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By Jim

Stewart

I n a small town in rural Georgia, Stacey Simpson puts her
faith into action as pastor of a tiny but active Baptist church.

Stacey Simpson heard the call at an
early age.
When she was seven, she would line
up her stuffed animals and preach to
them. In her early teens, as a member
of a Southern Baptist church in Columbus,
Ga., she envisioned herself in the mission
field, preaching and leading in worship.
A student at Furman when the uni
versity and the South Carolina Baptist
Convention parted ways, she majored
in religion and enjoyed the academic
aspects of religion and theology. But as
her studies opened her mind to new
ideas, her world view began to change.
While on one level she still felt called,
she had also become somewhat cynical
about Southern Baptists, given the fun
damentalist tilt of the denomination's
national convention and its increasingly
narrow view on the role of women in the
church. The result, she says, was a
sense of resistance to pursuing ministerial
work, at least in a church setting.
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"At the time I didn't know if I wanted
to remain a Baptist," she says. "I had a
dim view of the church, primarily because
I did not have a lot of confidence there
would be a place in a Baptist church for
me."
After graduating from Furman in
1 993, she headed to Decatur, Ga., to
pursue a Master of Divinity degree at
Emory University's Candler School of
Theology, with the hope that her true
calling would eventually come into focus.
And Candler proved to be a good fit.
Simpson felt comfortable in this new
setting and enjoyed the atmosphere at
the school, where, she says, people were
open-minded and there was room for
different beliefs.
It also helped that she found
Oakhurst Baptist Church in Decatur,
a socially active Baptist church with what
she describes as a "progressive" congre
gation of about 250 people, a commitment
to inclusiveness - and a woman as

associate pastor. "I lost my cynicism,"
Simpson says. "I saw that it was possible
for me to have a place in church ministry."
Settled i nto her studies and comfort
able again in a Baptist setting, Simpson's
restlessness eased and she began think
i ng of entering a P h . D . program or
becoming a hospital chaplai n . Then ,
in October 1 995, s h e found what she
had been looking for all along.
A small group of Baptists in southwest
Georgia had just separated from a larger
church to form a new one. And they
needed a pastor. When Simpson heard
about it, she says she decided "on a
whim" to check it out.
Fellowship Baptist Church i n Edison,
Ga., was a congregation of 20 members
(ranging in age from one and a half to
95) that had split from the main Baptist
church in town over such issues as
women's roles, pastoral authority and
racial inclusion . At this fledgling church,
Simpson discovered a spi rited, progres
sive group of people who had m ade a
radical and courageous decision to leave
their longstanding church home and strike
out on their own.
"It was a perfect match," she says.
"Everyone was very committed to the
church and to what they saw was the
right thing to do. It was a real community
of believers; they knew why they were
there, and all were equally invested and
involved ."
I n January 1 996, after i nterviewing
her and inviting her to preach, the church
called Simpson to be its first pastor. She
spent the next five months com muting
from Decatur while she finished her work
at Candler; after her ordination to the
m i nistry by Oakhurst, she moved south
to start her pastorate.
Edison is a community of 1 , 1 00
people located about 90 m i les from
Columbus, the nearest "big city." It has
no stop light, one grocery store and two
gas stations, and its residents are largely
dependent on cotton and peanut farming
for their liveli hoods.
For the last four and a half years,
this poor, rural outpost is where Stacey
Simpson has led her tiny but active con
gregation.
"I got here because I was open to
how the spirit led," she says. "I love the

smallness of the church and the commu
n ity. In seminary, many people seemed
to think the bigger, the better, but I've
always liked the smallness of the church
and the qu irkiness of the area."
And how was the lady pastor ac
cepted in Edison? "My arrival wasn't a
big deal. No one really made any com
ments," Simpson says. "But I've learned
to detect when people don't think I should
be doing what I'm doing. There's not a
lot of antagonism, but there's a coolness
that hasn't gone away." In particular,
she says that the mainline Protestant
churches in the area, which are predom
i nantly white and Southern Baptist (or
some derivative thereof) , exclude her
from ministerial gatherings or other meet
ings. She enjoys a much more collegial
relationship, she says, with the local
African-American churches.
Still, the religious community's reluc
tance to embrace her hasn't affected her
determination to reach out to the people
of the town. Fellowship Baptist, whose
membership has fluctuated between 1 5
and 25 duri ng her years at the church,
offers outreach programs with a special
focus on children, including a year-round
after-school program at a local trailer
park and a "Kids Fest" during the summer
that served 60 children and their families.
Running the church out of a reno
vated hardware store on Edison's main
drag, Simpson says that the town's chil
dren "often stop in when they're passing
by, and their parents know who we are.
People realize we care. I'm happy that
we're able to do as much as we do for
the comm u nity, and the children don't
care if the minister is a woman or a man."
Working i n an isolated community,
at a church that describes itself as
"formerly Southern Baptist but now just
Baptist," helps distance Si mpson from
actions such as that taken this summer
by the Southern Baptist Convention. On
June 1 4, the convention altered the
Baptist Faith and Message, its statement
of basic beliefs, and included the following
passage: "While both men and women
are gifted for service i n the church, the
office of pastor is li mited to men as
qualified by Scriptu re. "

Says Simpson o f t h e convention's
decision, which was approved by a large
margin, "I wasn't surprised. And I under
stand that there are good and honest
people who really do believe these things.
Their i nterpretation of scripture and their
world view are radically different from my
own, but I accept that this is truly what
they believe.
"At the same time, I believe that there
are people in power in the SBC whose
motives aren't so pure, and I question
their intentions. Their actions are more
about power and their determination to
hang on to it. They're trying to tell people
what to believe and churches what to
do."
But she saves her strongest words
for those who might try to convince her
that as a woman, she is mistaken to think
she could be called to serve as the head
of a church. "Mark 3 states that blas
pheming the Holy Spirit is the unforgivable
sin," she says. "For someone to presume
to take God's place and tell a person who
has taken the time to discern what God
is telling them what's right or wrong to me, that's close to blasphemy. I used
to have a hard time with myself for think
ing that, but now I do feel that the SBC
is close to stepping i nto the j u risdiction
of the Holy Spirit."
So for Si mpson, ignorance of the
convention's actions is often best. "It's
not my denomination, and I try to stay
blissfully unaware. If I didn't, I'd probably
develop a stomach ulcer," she says with
a laugh.
Instead, rather than worry about
things she cannot change, she works
to put her faith i nto action and to focus
on her church and her community, joining
with her congregation - the people who
called her as their pastor - i n bringing
help and hope to their corner of the world.
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Elizabeth Lyles Blackwell, 1913-2000
E l izabeth Lyles B lackwell, wife of former Furman president

Gordon W. B lackwell, died Monday, September 25, after a
lengthy i llness. She was 87.

A native of Spartanburg, S.C., and a graduate of Converse
College, she was admired for her charm, wit and gracious
manner. She served as First Lady of three institutions:
The Woman's College of the University of North Carolina

( 1 957-60), Florida State ( 1 960-65) and Furman ( 1 965-76).
Active in community affairs wherever she lived, she

received several major alumnae awards from Converse,

including the Mary Mildred Sullivan Award for humanitarian
service, which Furman also awarded her. In 1 996 Furman
dedicated one set of fountains in front of the James B. Duke
Library in her honor.
She is survived by her husband, of 3 Hoke Smith
Boulevard, Greenv i l le , S.C. 296 1 5 ; four children, 1 2
grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
At a memorial service on September 27, S usan Thomson
Shi '7 1 , Furman's current First Lady, delivered the following

tribute to Lib B l ackwel l :

how to handle the challenges of being a presidential spouse.

I

Lib blessed me with her support when I needed it and

was a 1 7-year-old freshman a t Furman when I first

encountered the grace and charm of Elizabeth Lyles B lackwell.
It was my good fortune to attend Furman when Gordon

and Lib B lackwell were the President and First Lady.

Although none of us knew it at the time, my four years as a
student actually served as an apprenticeship for the work I

do in partnership with David today. How could I have been
so lucky?

I had ample opportunity to observe Lib B lackwell in

action. Perhaps her greatest asset in her role as Furman's
First Lady, certainly from my perspective as a student, was
her ability to put everyone at ease. She did so immediately
and effortlessly, simply by being herself. She met us once

otherwise blessed me with the freedom to make my own
choices and mistakes.
I learned by observing Mrs. Blackwell that it was possible
to partner with one's husband in the leadership of a university.
The B lack wells demonstrated their close working relationship
daily, and I am certain that my knowledge of her collaboration
with Dr. B lackwell helped me decide to forgo my own
professional career to work with David for Furman.

More recently, it has been a joy to relate to Lib as a

fellow First Lady. As a result of our relationship during
this decade, I learned to be honest about myself and my
capabilities. Her candid and often self-deprecating manner

and never forgot our names.

taught me that admitting one's mistakes and fessing up to

junior and senior years at Furman, I had the p leasure of

qualities.

go over early to help prepare refreshments. Mrs. B lackwell

and to love three of Furman's First Ladies. Bea Plyler,

Because I was a student government officer during my

attending monthly meetings in the B l ackwell home. I would

and I would arrange cookies and pour punch. Best of all,
we would talk. Because of her cheerful manner and her
willi ngness to share personal stories, it never occurred to me

not to do the same.

Students spent many hours with the Blackwells in their
home, discussing campus and national politics. And during
the turbulent late '60s and early '70s, we never considered
storming the President's office. We were already camped

out in his den, being royally entertained by his charming
wife.

As a student and as the wife of a young and inexperienced
college president, I learned much from Lib B lackwell about
26

And not one of the lessons was delivered deliberately, for

one's shortcomings are not only admirable but also endearing
I have had the unique opportunity to know, to learn from,

E l izabeth B lackwell and Martha Johns have been my
neighbors and mentors these past seven years. I know that
I am speaking for Bea and Martha when I say that we will
sorely miss Lib Blackwell - and we will always treasure
our memories of her.

Memorials may be made to the Gordon W and Elizabeth
Blackwell Scholarship Fund at Furman or to the Elizabeth
Blackwell Scholarship Fund at Converse College, Spartanburg,
S. C. 2 9302, or to the charity of one 's choice.

Brightly dawns The Mikado

The antics of Ko-Ko,
Nanki-Poo, Yum-Yum and
the citizens of Titipu
were on display i n the
new amphitheater
October 1 4- 1 5 when the
Furman Opera Theater
presented G i l bert a n d
Sull ivan's The Mikado,
d i rected by music
professor Bruce
Schoonmaker '73.
Located near the Bell
Tower on the lake's
northern shore, the
amphitheater provided a
stu n n i n g setting for the
light-hearted opera. The
spectacular weather and
a ppreciative crowds
d i d n ' t hurt, either.

Honorary degrees awarded to Hendricks, Lesesne
F all convocation September 1 3 marked the beginning o f Furman's

I 75th year and served as a forum to honor two outstanding leaders.

Ralph S . Hendricks, a two-term Furman trustee, and Joab
Mauldin Lesesne, Jr., president emeritus of Wofford College, were
awarded honorary degrees. Hendricks received the Doctor of
Humanities degree in recognition of his stellar achievements in
business and his leadership in civic and educational endeavors.
Lesesne was awarded the Doctor of Laws for his service to higher
education and his steadfast advocacy of the value of the liberal arts
and sciences.
A native of Greenville County, Hendricks is owner of a suc
cessful builders supply and hardware business in Simpsonville, a
town he served as mayor from 1 975 to 1 987. The Chamber of
Commerce honored him as the S impsonville Builder of the Year
in 1 986 and as Citizen of the Year in 1 988, and he was named to
the South Carolina Housing Hall of Fame in 1 997. Hendricks and
his wife, Marion, are founding members of Furman's Partners
program, having established the Hendricks-Hillcrest Scholarship
and the Ralph Hendricks Scholarship.
Lesesne was president of Wofford College from 1 972 until his
retirement this summer. A graduate of Erskine College, he earned
his master's and Ph.D. degrees in history from the University of
South Carolina. He began his career at Wofford in 1 964 as an

assistant professor of history and moved into the administration
three years later. In 1 972, at the age of 34, he was named Wofford's
ninth president. A member of numerous academic organizations,
he was the first Southerner to chair the board of the National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
During the convocation, it was also announced that two Furman
faculty members have been named to endowed professorships.
John Wheeler has been appointed to a two-year term as the
Henry Keith and Ellen Hard Townes Associate Professor of Chem
istry. The chair was endowed by Charles Hard Townes, Nobel
laureate of the Class of 1 935, in honor of his parents, and is awarded
to a member of the science faculty. Wheeler, who joined the
chemistry department in 1 99 1 , earned his undergraduate degree
from Georgetown College and his Ph.D. from the University of
Cincinnati.
Judith E. Grise!, a member of the psychology faculty since
1 997, is the first recipient of the Herman N . Hipp University
Professorship. Endowed by the family of Herman N. Hipp, the
professorship is a three-year appointment to support junior faculty
members of extraordinary promise in any academic department.
Grise!, a graduate of Florida Atlantic University, completed her
master's and doctoral work at the University of Colorado.
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Top profs: Meritorious Teaching , Advising
Te l e p h o n e ca l l
p ivota l to Pri n c e 's
career path

G ra n i e r i 's ta l e nt
i n c l assroo m
wo rthy o f a p p l a use
As chair o f Furman 's history

In 1 967 Bill Prince graduated from

department, Marian Strobel is used

the University of Georgia with a

untenured professors and evaluating

diately prepared to begin a career

degree in education and imme

to sitting in on the classes of

as a high school Spanish teacher.

their teaching methods. So it was

Then 22 years old, he had

nothing out of the ordinary when

she decided to pay a visit last spring

signed a teaching contract with East

professor of history who was in his third year at the university.

he was packing his bags to leave Athens, he received a telephone call

to a Western Civil ization class taught by Ronald Granieri, an assistant
But after Granieri led the class through a spirited discussion of

George Orwell's 1 984 and received a standing ovation when the period

from the dean of Young Harris Junior College.

Prince had attended Young Harris, a school located near Morganton,

ended, she knew that the hour had been anything but routine. Because

before heading to Georgia - and had apparently i mpressed a few

efforts at the end of a term, she had never seen students anywhere

fill in for a Spanish instructor who was taking a one-year sabbatical.

even though Strobel had seen students politely applaud a professor's

burst into spontaneous applause at the conclusion of a single lecture.
"It was pretty incredible," she says. "It was two o' clock in the

afternoon on a beautiful spring day, and he had everybody's attention.

Then, when the class was over, the students stood up and applauded."
As it turns out, the ovation was one of several Granieri received

during the term. Stan Sulkowski, a sophomore from Goose Creek,
S.C., who was in the course last spring, remembers the students

applauding Granieri on at least two other occasions.

"He would give a great lecture - just do some really powerful

stuff - and we felt like we had to acknowledge it," Sulkowski says.

"Nobody ever planned to do it. He would finish his lecture, we would

look around at each other, and we just knew it was time to applaud."
That sort of testimonial goes a long way toward explaining why

the 33-year-old Granieri was selected to receive the Alester G. Furman ,
Jr., a n d Janie Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching for 1 999-

2000. He is the youngest (as well as just the third nontenured) professor

to win the award, which has been given since 1 969.

"It was a pleasant surprise," says Granieri, who received the award

at the spring Commencement. "I was caught completely off guard.

People are still teasing me about the look on my face after my name
was called."

A native of Niagara Falls, N.Y., Granieri joined the Furman faculty

in the fall of 1 997 after graduating from Harvard University and

faculty members. The dean asked Prince to return to Young Harris to
"That phone call was a big, big factor in my future plans," says

Prince, winner of this year's Alester G . Furman, Jr., and Janie Earle

Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching.

Prince was released from his high school teaching contract and

joined the Young Harris staff. He quickly fell in love with faculty life
at the quiet residential college and soon decided that his life's work
would be college teaching. But he needed more education.

After one year at Young Harris, Prince re-enrolled at Georgia and

eventually earned master's and doctoral degrees. He served as an
assistant professor of Spanish and French at Wesleyan College in

Macon, Ga., from 1 972 to 1 980 before joining the Furman faculty.

Prince says that although the telephone call from Young Harris

changed his plans, he probably would have been happy teaching at
any level.

"I really enjoy teaching," he says. "I've never had any other goal

and I am never more content than when I am in the classroom. My

colleagues will laugh when they read this, but I don't enjoy the summers
when I am not teaching. I long for the fall term each year."

Learning a foreign language can be frustrating and intimidating,

especially for students studying a language for the first time. But

many of Prince's students discover that their apprehension melts away

after a few days in his class.

"Starting the first day, Dr. Prince made learning Spanish easy and

receiving his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Chicago.

fun," said one student who nominated him for the teaching award.

days, which convinced him to concentrate on German history as an

until I became completely comfortable. Dr. Prince makes jokes and

In addition, he spent a term studying in Germany during his college

academic discipline and gave him the opportunity to meet his wife,

Jenni, who was also studying overseas at the time.

"That's why I ' m an especially strong supporter of international

education," he says.

He spent one year as a visiting professor at Susquehanna University

in Pennsylvania, where he finished his dissertation, before coming to

Furman. More importantly, he kept a promise. He had made an

unofficial vow that he would have his Ph .D. and a job by age 30, and

he came in just under the wire. He turned 30 a few days after his first
classes started at Furman.

"I just made it," he says.

And i f you're receiving standing ovations after your lectures,

you've got to figure that you've picked the right career.

- Vince Moore
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Fannin High School in his tiny hometown of Morganton, Ga. But as

"He eased my fear and encouraged me to talk a little every day in class

teases with us throughout the entire class to keep us upbeat and excited.
He is always positive, and his attitude spreads to his students."

Prince says he emphasizes communication before grammar, verb

tense and other language particulars that can baffle even the best

students. "I want my students to leave the class each day being able
to say something new," he says.

As a member of the modern languages and literatures department,

Prince is in good company. Since 1 997, four of his colleagues - Jane

Chew, David Morgan, Sofia Kearns and David Bost - have also been
recognized with either the meritorious teaching or advising award.

"We have a very compatible department and get along real well,"

he says. "We share our ideas and talk about books and teaching
techniques that work and don't work."

- John Roberts

Award recipients for 1 999·2000
Ad u lt stu d e nts
know D i c key's
t h e re for t h e m

Eve n i n ret i re m e nt ,
Fa i rb a n ks sti l l
offe rs s o u n d a dvi ce

A s director of continuing educa

O fficially, G i l Fairbanks retired

more students on a yearly basis

as a Furman biology professor.

counseling hundreds through the

break the ties completely. Although

and graduation in the Undergraduate

agree to remain for one more year

tion, Jack Dickey probably advises

in the spring of 2000 after 36 years

than any Furman faculty member,

But he' s waiting a while to

process of admission, registration

he is no longer teaching, he did

Evening Studies Program.

Dickey is currently advisor to more than 1 50 degree-seeking

as the university's health careers advi sor, a position he has held since

1 975. He will follow through with this year's seniors as they complete

adult students. So when his name was announced during spring

the medical and graduate school application process, then pass the

how the prestigious award had eluded him for so long.

guidance, conscientious attention to detail and concern for their best

Commencement as the recipient of the Alester G. Furman, Jr. , and
Janie Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Advising, many wondered
Through the years, the soft-spoken Dickey has counseled

advising torch along to his departmental colleague, Laura Thompson.
So Furman students have one more year to benefit from Fairbanks'

nontraditional students through roadblocks and challenges that would

interests. Those qualities helped him earn the Alester G . Furman, Jr.,
and Janie Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Advising last spring.

changes, family deaths and life-threatening illnesses, to name a few.

past and present students provided a remarkably consistent portrait of

other responsibilities, Dickey is their strongest advocate and close

descriptive terms: Compassionate. Fair. Diligent. Honest. Straight

say that they owe their degree, in part, to him.

pursue a health career recommended him for the honor.

make the worries of most students seem trivial: childbirth, career

As his charges try to juggle an education with an assortment of

confidant. In fact, some in the Undergraduate Evening Studies Program
"There were many times I felt all was lost and that I could not

complete the tasks that were occurring in my academic career,

employment and (personal life)," wrote one student in a nominating
letter. "He was always there to offer support. Every time I left his

office, I felt renewed confidence."

Said another, "I know I owe Mr. Dickey a large part of my diploma.

Through the years he was not only supportive of my studies - he was

The half-inch stack of nominating letters from colleagues and

Fairbanks' advising skills. Over and over, the letters used the same

forward. Dedicated. Selfless. Even students who had decided not to
"He is passionate about what he does," says Thompson. "He's

such a quiet, reserved gentleman who doesn't seek the limelight, and
people don't realize how hard he works, both during and after hours."
He 's also successful. It's no accident that in recent years the

average acceptance rate to medical school for Furman students has
been almost twice the national rate.

Fairbanks describes himself as a "self-educated" man when it

concerned and interested in me. Family illness and health problems

comes to health careers. When he assumed the advisory post in 1 975,

encouraged me to return and try again. I am grateful that I did."

and occupational therapy, were just coming into vogue. He made a

Ohio University in 1 964 that he wanted to work with college students.

conventions of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the premedical honorary society,

necessitated me foregoing several semesters. Always, Mr. Dickey

A native of Columbus, Ohio, Dickey knew after graduating from

After earning a master's from the University of Cincinnati, Dickey

went to nearby Otterbein College as director of the campus center and
student activities. He later became director of career services.

In 1 976, Otterbein's president, hoping to draw adult students from

nearby Columbus, selected Dickey to pioneer a continuing education

program at the college. Over the next few years, Dickey worked to

he says that many careers, such as physician assistant and physical

point of learning about those professions and of attending the national

and the National Association of Advisors for the Health Professions,

so that he would have the latest information to pass along to students.
The more he learned, the more he realized Furman needed a

publication to inform health careers students of the latest developments
in their area. The result: a Health Careers Planning Guide, which

he updates annually with statistics on medical and graduate schools

line up instructors and market the program to nontraditional students.

and advice on testing, course selection, financial aid and i nterviewing.

older students," says Dickey. "They are a lot different from traditional

into the routine of reviewing medical school essays, making sure all

"As I became more involved, I developed a great appreciation for

students. They have different stories and goals. Continuing education
also helped put me in closer contact with the faculty."

Since coming to Furman in 1 98 1 , Dickey has seen the continuing

education program expand to include FULIR (Furman University

With the guidebook completed for another year, Fairbanks is well

graduate school applications are complete and holding students' hands

through the process. But since he isn't teaching any classes, he does

have more time to pursue his own interests. One opportunity he

couldn 't pass up this fall : a trip to Oberammergau, Germany, to see

Learning in Retirement), an enrichment program for seniors, and two

the millennia! version of the famous "Passion Play."

Future and Summer Scholars. The division also oversees the variety

As he says, "I like being able to phase down this way. As time passed,

Now, at 58, Dickey has made plans to retire in July. But he's been

some extent, teaching. I 've loved the chance to get to know so many

enrichment programs for high school students, Bridges to a Brighter

of summer camps and activities that Furman hosts each summer.

And he thinks this year will serve as a good bridge into retirement.

I 'd started to enjoy the advising more than laboratory work and, to

too busy of late to decide how he's going to spend his free time.

students and to work so closely with them on a one-to-one basis."

exerc ising," he chuckles. "I might even take a FULIR class or two."

would be mutual.

"Oh, I ' l l still be around campus, walking around the lake and

- John Roberts

No doubt that for many of his former students, the feeling

- Jim Stewart
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Homecoming '00

Rai n proves no deterrent
to weekend of fu n
and festivities

W ith the minor exception o f a light rain

that started Saturday afternoon and carried
on through the evening, Homecoming
Weekend November 3-5 turned out to be
an outstanding event in every way.
The drizzle certainly didn 't dampen
the enthusiasm of the football team (and
the delighted crowd of over 1 5,000), as the
Paladins rolled to a 45- 1 0 v ictory over
Georgia Southern, the top-ranked team in
NCAA I-AA. Accomplished with the help
of 3 0 1 yards rushing by junior Louis Ivory
and a smash-mouth second-half defensive
effort, the v ictory had folks fully primed to
enjoy the Saturday evening reunion festiv
ities.
And although the rain drove the down
town "Block Party" inside, scores of alumni
gathered in the lobby of Greenville's Hyatt
Regency to mix, mingle and reconnect.
Classes ending in 5 and 0 celebrated special
reunions, but many other graduates and
their families also returned for a trip down
memory lane.
Some even came to campus on Friday
evening to enjoy the pep rally and student
carnival - and to relive the fun and may
hem of float building. One of the musical
groups on hand to entertain the Friday
crowd was Life in General, featuring Jerry
Chapman '87 and Jason LeVasseur. They
demonstrated the performing artistry that
earned them the "Contemporary Music
Artist of the Year" award for 1 999 from the
National Association of Campus Activities.
Music was also central to the weekend's
closing event, a Sunday afternoon recital
featuring alumni G. Allen Barbee '84
(oboe), L. Scott Donald '87 and Gregg
Duncan ' 8 1 (piano), Keith Dover ' 84
(tenor), David Klausman ' 84 (trumpet
and flugelhorn), Maggie Long McGill '82
(clarinet) and Holly Harris Misirly '90
(bassoon).
Three alumni received special honors
during the Saturday morning awards break
fast.
Physician Hans Einstein '43, whose
specialty is pulmonary and respiratory dis
eases, received the Distinguished Alumni
Award. Einstein, a longtime professor at
the University of Southern California School
of Medicine and medical director at Bakers
field Memorial Hospital, is included in the
book The Best Doctors in America. Rec
ognized internationally as an expert on
Coccidioidomycosis (valley fever), a fungal

The Paladin defense celebrates a fourth-down stand during the rousing win over
Georgia Southern. Other Homecoming highlights, from top right: Alumni award
recipients (from lett) Joe Roberts '52, Hans Einstein '43 and Susan Mangels '86;
Christy Nickelsen Coyle '90 keeps young Brady happy with a special meal while
reunion classes gather for lunch and conversation at Cherrydale; the Furman
cheerleaders hitch a ride down the mall during the Homecoming parade; students
enjoy the Friday night attractions as much as alumni.

disease of the lungs common in the south
west United States and Mexico, he received
the Meritorious Achievement Award at the
1 994 Fifth International Conference on
Coccidioidomycosis.
The Outstanding Young Alumni Award
went to Susan Elizabeth Mangels ' 86.
She is president of Lexington College in
Chicago, which prepares women for work
in the hospitality industry, and is also
president of the Chicago Culinary Guild.
She serves as a seminar leader for the
Rosemoor Foundation in leadership and
character development classes for women
and is a spokesperson on such issues as
character education and women and culture.
Joe Roberts '52 received the Alumni
Service Award. A former pastor at two
South Carolina churches, he joined the
Furman staff in 1 97 1 as assistant to the
president, a position he held under Gordon
W. B l ackwell and John E. Johns. Known
for his cheerful, positive approach to life,
he also served as associate director of
planned giving and director of stewardship
before retiring from Furman in 1 998. The
Joe Roberts Scholarship Fund has been
established in his name.

Other top honors went to the Class of
1 964 (head agent Steve Watson), which
received the Kendrick Cup for the largest
reunion gift of $704,263. For the third year
in a row, the Class of '42 (head agent Mac
Walters) received the President's Bowl for
the highest percentage of giving to Furman
with 87.9 percent. The Class of '66 earned
the Gordon and Sarah Herring Award for
the largest increase in giving, with a 1 2. 1
percent jump.
Fourteen classes received the Sanders
Award for 60 percent participation in the
Furman Fund, and the Class of '4 1 earned
the Hicks-Babb Award for 70 percent
participation. Jessie Fowke Sims '50
received the Head Agent of the Year Award,
which has been named in honor of the late
Junius H. Garrison, Jr. '49. The Forgione
Cup, awarded to the class with the greatest
amount of planned gifts in force during a
reunion year, went to the Class of '65.
Also recognized were Katie Clerkin
Benston '92 (Charleston) and Gig
Meredith '99 (Undergraduate Evening
Studies), Furman Club presidents of
the year.
- Jim Stewart

BOO K MARKS
Each issue of Furman magazine i ncludes
brief reviews of books written by
Furman facu lty and alumni, or reviews
of books recom mended by facu lty as
"good reads."

NEW FACU LTY BOOKS
Katherine Palmer Kaup, Creating
the Zhuang: Ethnic Politics in
China ( Lynne Rienner, 2000 ) .
More t h a n 70 mi llion Chi nese
peo p le belong to 5 6 national
minorities. The Zhuang, the
Largest minority group, Live in
southwestern China and
com prise one of o n ly five
provi ncial-Level regions in the
cou ntry. Kaup, an assistant
professor of political science,
discusses the creation of the
Zhuang by the Chinese
Com m u nist Party i n the early
1 9 50s, describes the Zhuang
people's unique culture, and
analyzes how this politica lly
co nstructed region has begun
to seek preferential treatment,
i ncluding i ncreased autonomy,
from the government.
A. Scott Henderson, Housing
and the Democratic Ideal: The
Life and Thought of Charles
Abrams (Columbia University
Press, 2000) . Abrams was a
teacher, scho lar, civil rights
Lawyer and "policy i ntellectual"
who was a key figure in the
debate on urban pla n n i n g and
housing reform during the mid20th century. This biography
by Henderson, a n assistant
professor of education, examines
Abrams' role as a policymaker
and the i m pact of his work i n
social a n d urban reform . In the
publisher's words, the book also
offers "an i n -depth analysis of
modern state-building and the
governme nt-private sector
relations ushered in by the New
Deal."
T.C. Smith, Beyond the Shadows:
Embradng Authentic Worship
(Smyth & Helwys, 2000 ) . In a
recent poll of Americans who

described themselves as
Christians, two-thirds said they
did not know what the term
"worship" means. According to
the publisher, Smith, professor
of religion emeritus, "defines
this Lack of knowledge of true
worship as 'worshiping God i n
the shadows: In t h i s book, he
Looks beyond the shadows of
worship by addressi ng topics
such as the Bible, ordi nances
and sacraments, the g lories of
the past, pessi mism of the
future, worship techniques,
idolatry, admiration , fa miliarity
and secondhand religio n . "

N E W FROM ALUMNI
Mark Crosby '84, New York
(Rizzoli, 2000). Crosby, a n
attorney i n t h e B i g Apple,
follows up the success of

New York Christmas, his first
book of photographs which was
published Last fall, with a Larger,
Longer book that profiles New
York City at all times and during
all seasons. Charlie Smith, an
author and professor at the
University of Alabama, wrote
the introducti o n . Rizzoli has
also released a second edition
of New York Christmas, which
sold out its original press run.
Melinda Brown Long '82, When
Papa Snores (Simon & Schuster,
2000) . This chi ldren's book by
Long, a middle school teacher
i n Greenvi lle, grew out of a
family joke about which parent
snored the Loudest. It tells the
story of Papa and Nana and what
happens when they fall asleep
- and start making a racket.
Illustrated by Holly Meade, a
Caldecott medal honoree, it
marks the first of three chi ldren's
books by Long that will be
published in the next few years.
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Furman campaign
Dedication held for Bryan Center
f

urman 's Army ROTC and mil itary science program, which for
more than 30 years was housed in the basement of the James
B . Duke Library, proudly unveiled its new home September 1 8
when the university held dedication ceremonies for the $ 1 million
Bryan Center for Military Studies.
Located beside the Herman W. Lay Physical Activities Center,
the new facility is named in honor of W.K. and Frances Bryan of
Greenville, who made a $450,000 gift toward its construction. The
Bryan Center features classrooms for military science, offices for
the ROTC cadre and cadets, supply and storage facilities, a
conference room and a military history library. It also contains a
well ness facility for Furman's Department of Health and Exercise
Science.
The Bryan Center opens at a time when Furman's ROTC
program has never been stronger. Last year, the program was
ranked 1 2th in the country by the U.S. Army Cadet Command, and
more recently the cadets and cadre of the Paladin Battalion were
recognized by Cadet Command and the MacArthur Foundation
with the Douglas MacArthur Award for Leadership Excellence.
W.K. and Frances Bryan, natives of New Bern, N.C., moved
to Greenville in 1 946. He is the former owner of General

W.K. Bryan inspects the troops at the dedication.

Wholesalers Distributors and is currently head of WKB Enterprises,
a collection of bank and real estate investments. A member of
Furman's Advisory Council and of the executive committee of the
Richard Furman Society, he chairs the Greenville Hospital
Foundation board and has been inducted into the Greenville Tech
Foundation Entrepreneurs Forum.
Other naming gifts for areas within the Bryan Center were
made by Maj. Gen. William A. Gantt, Jr. '59; George Martin in
memory of his wife, Lt. Cmdr. Jane Boyd Roper Martin '40; and
L. John Burrell, Jr. '66 in honor of his father, Leo '37.
Additional naming opportunities remain. One is Colonels
Row, which will recognize individuals who make $ 1 0,000 donations
to the Bryan Center. More information about Colonels Row is
available from Craig Waldon '7 1 , assistant to the president, at
(864) 294-2 1 57.

Walkway dedicated
in alumna's memory
Betsy Dew Ashley '63 was a student leader
at Furman, where she majored in English,
performed with the Furman Singers, was
a member of student government and was
on the dean's list. After graduation she
made her mark in the community i n many
ways, including as a teacher at Wade
Hampton High School, as public relations
d i rector for the Greenville County Museum
of Art and as an organizer of the Greenville
Arts Festival.
Following her untimely death i n 1 978,

The Greenville News described her as "a

S

ince its dedication on November 4, 1 960,
McAlister Auditorium has been a major
Furman landmark.
With its size and proximity to the front
gate, it serves as a focal point from which
visitors can be directed throughout the
campus. More significantly, Furman alumni
frequently report that the programs they
attended (or performed in) in McAlister were
among the high points of their college years.
And when you examine the roster of
individuals or groups that have visited the
auditorium, you can't help but be impressed.
Indeed, just a quick glimpse at the guest list

40 years reveals an

rare individual who contributed much to

for the last

the community through her own zest for

of names that includes:
• Politicians (and their spouses) with
varying ideologies and agendas, such as
George Bush, Jimmy Carter, Tipper Gore,

life."
As one of eight people i n her imme
diate and extended family to attend Furman,

all-star set

un iversity. Her father, Josiah Dew '29,

Hubert Humphrey, Jesse Jackson;
• Musicians and performers from across

served on the board of trustees, as did two

the spectrum - Actors from the London

she had a lifelong connection to the

of her uncles, Duncan M. Dew, Jr. '27 and
James C. Dew '32. Her sister, Nancy Dew
Taylor '61, served on the Advisory Council.
Now, Betsy Dew Ashley's name will
have a permanent place on the Furman
campus. Thanks to a g ift from her parents,
Josiah and Marian, the walkway linking the
Alester G. Furman Administration Building
and Earle Infirmary has been named the
Betsy Dew Ashley Wal kway. Friends and
family gathered on campus September 1
to commemorate the occasion.

Stage, the Allman Brothers, Amy Grant, Keith
Lockhart, Marcel Marceau, the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band, Roberta Peters, Stevie Wonder;

• Authors, religious leaders and other
famous people: F. Lee Bailey, William

community resource, hosting such local
groups as the Greenville Symphony and
Chorale and the Carolina Youth Symphony,
as well as many national acts through the
Furman-Greenville Fine Arts Series.
But while most of the building has stood
the test of time, one area has not: the seats.
After 40 years with the original upholstery,
the seats in McAlister are in critical need of
restoration and refurbishing.
To address this issue, the university is
conducting a drive to renovate the audi

torium's 2,000 seats, which may be refur
bished for a gift of $250 each. Donors' names,

F. Buckley, Pat Conroy, Billy Graham, Bill
Russell, Kurt Vonnegut.

or the names of individuals they wish to honor,

In addition to the occasional big name,
the auditorium has been the site of hundreds

will be placed on the back of the seats in
recognition of their contributions.

of concerts by Furman music ensembles,
plus university theatre productions,
convocations, commencements and cultural

To learn more about the refurbishing of
McAlister Auditorium, contact the Develop
ment Office at (864) 294-371 5 or e-mail

life programs. It has also been a vital

tim.winkler@furman.edu.

Scholarship
honors Buford,
Cloer, Sh ucker

A

challenge to build the library of tomorrow

What challenges do college
l ibraries face in meeting the
needs of faculty and students
who have come to expect access
to the universe of information
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Ask Leighan Roberts

ne of the distinctive features

Rinker, Furman parent and now
a trustee. For I 0 years she and

their faculty and students

of a Furman education is the close,

her husband, Dave, heard their

through the traditional avenue

even life-changing interaction

three children who attended

of adding to their collections.

Furman discuss the needs of the

Today we must invest large sums

between students and mentors,

James B uchanan Duke Library

of money in the purchase of

whether they are professors or

- for space, for new technology,

electronic resources, in the

members of the admini strative or

for a larger collection.

support staff.
For J. Mason Marshall, a 2000
Furman graduate, three men Tom Buford, Louis G. Forgione
Professor of Phi losophy; Tom

Ask Janis Bandel in, director

computers that are needed to
deliver those resources and in

of the l ibrary since 1 996. At

the required technological

opening convocation this fal l ,

infrastructure."

s h e emphasized the importance
of Furman's planned $24 million

She added, "The future of
the library consists of books and

l ibrary expansion. "We need a

bytes - a print and electronic

place that inspires the Furman

environment. It also includes

community to read and reflect

buildings. A place i s required

- a place that is attractive and

where l i brarians can help

comfortable, with spaces for

students find, analyze and

and Harry Shucker, vice president

thinking, studying and leisure

appropriately apply information,

for student services - were

reading," she said. "We need a

where students can confidently

place where students can seek

navigate through the sea of

Cloer, professor of education and
coordinator of special programs;

especially helpful and su pportive
d u ring his years at Furman.
To show their appreciation
to Furman and to the individuals
who had such a profound effect
on Marshall's college education,
members of his family have

the layers of learning that are

information and apply critical

d istinctive in a l iberal arts

thinking skills."

education, where information
fosters knowledge and, finally,
wi sdom."
With this in mind, the
Rinkers have issued a challenge

As the cornerstone of the
$ 1 75 m i l l ion Forever Furman
campaign, the new-look library
will feature :

• A 48,000-square-foot

to Furman alumni. They w i l l

addition, with 23 study rooms

give t o t h e l ibrary $ 1 00 for each

and a 24-hour study area

established a scholarship in honor

person who joins a Furman Fund

equipped with computers.

of Buford, Cloer and Shucker, who

gift society or makes a gift to

have combined to provide 89 years
of service to the u n iversity.
The Buford-Cioer-Shucker
Scholarship Fund recognizes their

Furman by December 3 1 , 2000.
As Leighan Rinker notes, "Dave

• More than 1 50
computers for general use.

• More than 900 seats

and I believe Furman students

with hundreds of network

must have ready access to the

connections available.

w i sdom of the past and the
knowledge of the present if they

• The largest computer lab
on campus, prov iding access to

"outstanding personal assistance

are to make discoveries in the

information throughout the

to, and compassionate support of,

future. A quality library is

world.

Furman students." Priority

essential to a quality university!"
Phil Howard, director of the

To help turn these plans into
reality, The Duke Endowment

consideration for the scholarship

Furman Fund, says, "If 5 ,000

will be given to full-time Furman

alumni make a gift [not just a

the l ibrary, and the Furman

pledge] by December 3 1 , for

board of trustees has assigned

whatever purpose, that means

the l ibrary project top priority

the Rinker Challenge will

in the campaign. The university

students who major in philosophy
and demonstrate financial need.
Marsha l l 's parents, John C.
Marshall Ill and El izabeth Mason

has donated $9.5 million toward

provide $500,000 to expand and

is seeking a naming gift of

renovate the l ibrary."

approximately $7 .5 m i l lion for

To Bandel in, the timing is

the new wing, and various

Marsha l l , and his grand mother,

crucial. For today 's libraries,

groups are being invited to

Dorothy Trout Mason, established

she said, "information tech

support the project.

the scholarship. Marshall, who is

nology is redefining the way we
conduct research, the way we

For more information on
the l ibrary and the Rinker

from Houston, Texas, graduated

teach and the way we learn.

Challenge, contact Phil Howard,

with a degree in philosophy.

University libraries can no longer

director of the Furman Fund, at

meet the information needs of

(864) 294-347 5 .

$1 75 million
001 Campai

n
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Furmanath letics
French connect ion
Paladin star Souchu fulfilling dream of playing in States
K arim Souchu is just the type of
i nternational student that Furman likes to
enrol l .
He comes from o n e o f t h e great
cultural centers of the world (Paris),
speaks three languages ( English and
German in addition to French), is involved
in the life of the university (as a Language
House resident who leads cheers at the
soccer games) and is dedicated enough
to excel in a tough academic environment
even though English isn't his first
language (a 2.8 grade-point average after
his freshman year) .
It is merely a bonus that Souchu also
happens to be 6-7 and can dunk a
basketball with the kind of power that
Furman hasn't witnessed in some time.
"What he has accomplished here is pretty
i ncredible," says Larry Davis, Paladin
basketball coach. "He is both an
outstanding basketball player and a
person, and I couldn't be more pleased
with what he has done."
When Souchu arrived on campus last
fall as a 20-year-old freshman, Davis
specu lated that he might be the most
"athletic" player the basketball program
had seen in a while. And Souchu didn't
disappoint. From his forward position,
he led the team i n scoring ( 1 6 points per
game), rebounding (7.4) and m i nutes
played (32.5), and was second in field
goal percentage (.545). If there had been
a category for high-flying, rim-rattling
dunks, he would have led it as well.
As one might imagine, Souchu hardly
followed a normal path to the Furman
campus. He played soccer while growing
up north of Paris, but when he had grown
to 6-4 by the age of 1 4, his friends
suggested he try basketball. He not only
liked it, he excelled at it, and it wasn't
long before he was a member of the
French junior national team.
Souchu was playing with the team in
a tournament i n Italy when one of Davis'
international contacts approached him
about the possibility of coming to Furman
34

and playing college basketball in the
United States. It didn't take Souchu long
to decide.
"It had always been a big dream for
me to come to America and play
basketball," he says. "When I was given
the chance, I was ready."
So he left France and arrived on the
Furman campus in June of 1 999. He
admits that the first few months were
hard.
" It was a brand new experience," he
says. "No family, no friends. I was a long
way from home. I had to start my life
over agai n . "
Souchu says t h e language barrier
was the toughest part. But once he began
speaking English every day, his language
skills improved greatly. And although h is
English is still a bit stilted and he may
need a few seconds to find the right word,
he has become downright conversant i n
h i s new language.
While Souchu might have had a few
moments of homesickness early on, there
was no time to think about such thi ngs
once basketball started. And since a
tomahawk dunk sounds the same in any
language, there was nothing to adjust to
on the court.
Well, actually, there was one thing.
As a Muslim, Souchu observes Ramadan,
meaning he is required to fast for a month
during the season - roughly from
Thanksgiving u ntil Ch ristmas. That
means no food or drink during the daylight
hours, which also means no fluids during
those g rueli ng afternoon practices.
He is observing the Fast of Ramadan
again this season, from November 27 to
December 25.
"I don't consider it to be that hard , "
Souchu says. "It's a question o f faith.
You have to be sure you get up early
enough so you can get something to eat
and drink before the day begins. The
coaches and the trainers were very good
about this. They worked with me to make
sure it was easy as possible."

T h e Basketball News predicts Karim Souchu will
be the Southern Conference player of the year.

The coaches are only too glad to
work with Souchu because they know
they're lucky to have him. "I haven't been
around very many kids who are as
competitive and as tough as he is," Davis
says. "That's what makes him so special
and allows him to be so successful, both
on and off the court. He's only going to
get better and, before he's throug h , I
think he's going to be the best player to
have played at Furman in a long time."
For his part, Souchu is happy to be
at Furman. And he's getting more
accustomed to American life every day
- if you don't count the local cuisine.
"I'm not so sure about the food ," he
says. "I've eaten at McDonald's too much
al ready. I can't eat there anymore."
- Vince Moore

New class
joins Athletic
Hall of Fame
S ix alumni who enjoyed stellar athletic
careers at Furman were inducted into
the u niversity's Athletic Hall of Fame
September 1 6.
The new inductees are Caroline Peek
Blaylock "95, women's golf ; Scott

Although John Ingles is not usually a big fan of heights, the Furman announcer
wouldn 't trade his view from the press box with anyone.

Broderick ·as, soccer; Mel Daniel ·a2,
basketba l l ; Allen Edwards "93, footba l l ;
Jack Kay "86, men 's golf; a n d Brent
Wil l iams "91 , basebal l .
Blaylock, now a member o f the

Cal l i ng the action
Ingles ' commentary adds flair to Furman broadcasts

Ladies Professional Golf Association
tour, was a three-time winner of the
National Golf Coaches Association Long
Drive Championship and a three-time
All-American. She was named Southern
Conference Female Athlete of the Year
in 1 994 and league player of the year in
1 995.
Broderick was a 1 988 GTE Academic
All-America selection and a three-time
all-league performer. He is Furman's
second all-time lead ing scorer with 44
goals and 1 6 assists ( 1 04 points) and
played on three conference champions.
A three-time all-conference pick and
1 991 Associated Press All-American as
a nose guard, Edwards started in 1 988
on Furman's 1-AA national championship
footbal l team. He played on three
conference champions and in 1 991 was
the league's defensive player of the year.
Daniel, a three-time all-conference
choice, paced the Paladins to a 23-7
record and the league title in 1 980. In
1 981 he led the conference in scoring
(22 points per game) and later that year
helped the United States capture a gold
medal at the World University Games.
He is seventh on Furman's career
scoring list with 1 ,707 points.
Kay was named second-team All
American i n 1 986, when the Furman
men 's golf team last qualified for the
NCAA tournament. Twice an all
conference choice, he is a former winner
of the Furman Intercolleg iate and is
fourth i n career stroke average (74.2).
Williams, a four-year starter at
catcher and two-time all-league selection,
propelled the Palad ins to the 1 991
conference tournament championship.
Selected by the Los Angeles Dodgers
in the 1 991 d raft, he holds the school
record for career home runs (35) and
ranks second i n RBI (1 23) and third in

As the color commentator for Fu rman
football and basketball radio telecasts,
John Ingles learned right away that one
man's impartial observation is another
man's call to arms.
"Not long after I started doing the
broadcasts, somebody told me they really
liked the way I was totally objective and
analyzed the game," Ingles says. "Two
days later, somebody else said they liked
to listen because they could tell I was
bleeding purple."
Ing les took the second comment as
a compliment. While he realizes that his
listeners want an accurate and balanced
description of what's happening in a
game, he also knows they want to hear
it from someone who has more than a
professional interest in their beloved
Paladins.
"When you're doing the radio
broadcasts for a school , you can't be
expected to call the game as if you don't
care who wins," Ingles says. "But at the
same time you have to be honest about
what you're seeing. I heard somebody
describe it as being an 'objective
partisan, ' and I have always thought that
was a perfect way to put it."
There is no denying that the 46-year
old I ngles is a Paladin fan. A 1 976
Fu rman graduate, he has always
mai ntained close ties with the school.
Sti ll, he's not likely to pull many
punches on the air. If a Paladin
quarterback is tackled for a loss when a
timely pitch to the tailback might have
picked up a first down, he'll say so. And
if a Furman coach suddenly switches to
a zone defense when the opposing team
hasn't hit an outside shot all night, Ingles
isn't afraid to speculate about the wisdom
of such a move.
I ngles' incisive commentary has
become such an i ntegral part of the

Furman broadcasts that it's easy to forget
that he has only been doing it since the
early 1 990s. He began his radio career
in 1 992, providing the color for the
basketball games with play-by-play
announcer Chris Allen. He added football
to his duties two years later when Chuck
Hussion took over for Allen.
A quirk of fate actually led Ingles into
broadcasting. During his student days,
he had served as a manager for the
Paladin basketball teams under Joe
Williams. When Williams returned to
Greenville in the early 1 990s as head
coach and general manager of the
Greenville Spinners, a semi-professional
team, he asked Ingles to be his director
of player personnel.
Allen, the play-by-play announcer for
the Spinners, invited I ngles to be a color
commentator for a couple of games.
Allen was so impressed by his new
colleague's on-air style that he asked
I ngles to join him when he began doing
the Furman broadcasts the next season.
"I loved it from the beginning," I ngles
says. " From the first time I put on the
headphones, I said this is a blast and
this is what I'm supposed to be doing ."
So when his radio schedule made it
difficult to maintain the demands of
teaching and coaching at Eastside High
School, the teach ing job had to go. He
left Eastside in 1 996 and has managed
his wife's law practice in Greenville for
the past four years.
"It was hard to get home from a
basketball road game at 3 a.m. and then
teach an economics class at 8 a . m . , "
says I ngles, t h e father o f three children,
ages 5 through 1 1 . "Besides, my wife
had been asking me to manage her office
for quite a while, and it seemed like it
was the perfect time to do it."
- Vince Moore

slugging percentage (.594).
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E-mail
alumni@furman.edu

"Welcome to Cherrydale. Would you
like a tour?"
When you walk into the Alumni
House, these are probably the first
words you will hear - spoken by one
of our smil ing Cherrydale docents.
Cherrydale is a wonderful home
for the Alumni Association, but more
importantly, it is a true repository of

Huff Granger '48, Patricia Summey

Furman history. When we moved into

Hunt

the house, we were soon inundated

'54, Midge Colvin Moore '61 ,

Betty Mitchell Payne '64, Esther Greene

with curious visitors wanting to know

Rogers '48 and Vivian McKinney

about its history. To tell the Cherrydale

Sanderson

story properly, we needed help!

half day every week or two to greet

Thus was born the Cherrydale

'66.

Each volunteers a

guests, answer the phone, assist with

docent program. Webster's defines a

alumni mailings and graciously guide

docent as one who leads guided tours,

visitors through Cherrydale.

especially through a museum or art
gallery. In an informal way, that is ex
actly what Cherrydale is becoming.
Pocket watches belonging to

Being a docent is a special com
mitment to the Alumni Association.
Without these volunteers, our staff
could not properly show off Cherrydale

James Clement Furman (the univer

and still accomplish our daily tasks.

sity's first president) and his wife, Mary

The docents also provide a personal

Glenn David Furman, hang above the

touch by offering their own insights

secretary in the living room. A

and perspectives on Furman.

1 909

Chickering grand piano that belonged
to the mother of Gordon W. Blackwell
(president,

1 965-76) sits handsomely

The docents participate in a special
educational program to learn about the
history of the house and the university.

in the corner of the same room. The

Each quarter, we gather for a meal and

dining porch sports one of the original

a history lesson from such notables

spindles from Furman's Old Main build

as local historian Judy Bainbridge,

ing downtown.
And the docents can tell you all

Furman's director of educational ser
vices, and Thea Furman, great grand

about these and other great mementos

daughter of James and Mary Glenn

of Furman's rich history.

Furman.

But just who are these wonderful
volunteers? They are retired alumni,

The staff of the Alumni Office is
grateful to our docents for the time and

faculty and friends of the university.

energy they give to make Cherrydale a

The all-star team includes Martha Johns

welcoming place for alumni and friends.

'47,

wife of Furman's ninth president;

Carey Crantford, professor emeritus of
Spanish; special friends Joyce Bates
(wife of the late Rudy Bates, professor

They have added much joy, laughter
and fun to our lives.
If you are interested in becoming
a docent, please call Lu Gillespie in the

of English) and Ethel LeBreton; former

Alumni Association Office. We have a

staff members Sandra Beckham, Betty

tour group waiting for you !

B iersteker, Nancy Lewis (above) and
Dot Thomason; and alumnae Dorothy
Cox Ashmore '49, Rosalie Manly Burnett

'49,

Barbara Gresham Cutts '48, Frankie

- Shannon Wilkerson Wilson

'93

Director, Alumni Association

Furman C l u b s m a intain steady pace
Furman Clubs enjoyed a wide variety of activities and
events in the late summer and fall, ranging from special
programs to phone-a-thons and receptions with alumni,
parents and prospective students.
The Capital City Club in Washjngton, D.C., turned
out August 29 to watch the Lady Paladin soccer team
defeat Georgetown 4-3 in a key early-season match.
Soon thereafter, club members joined alumni from
seven other schools for a "Carolina in the Capital"
program hosted by the South Carolina State Society.
Closer to home, the Greenville Young Alumni
group enjoyed a tailgate party in the Paladin Stadium
end zone before the October 1 4 game against The
Citadel. In addition, Furman Clubs in Memphis and
Nashville, Tenn., assisted the Admissions Office in
hosting receptions attended by President Shi, and the
Boston Club welcomed Wendy Libby, vice president
for business affairs, to a dinner party at the Prudential
Center.
Other activities included the Derby City (Louisville,
Ky.) Club's service project October 28 to restore a
YMCA camp, and the Spartanburg (S.C.) Club's tailgate
event before the Furman-Wofford game November I I .
Furman Club events are scheduled throughout the
year, so be on the lookout for information about the
activities in your area. And a special note to the Furman
faithful in Atlanta, Ga. , and Charleston, S .C., as well
as to members of the New Horizons Undergraduate
Evening Studies Club: details on your annual winter
galas should be forthcoming soon.
S u bscribe to Hoofbeats
Can you hear the Hoofbeats? If you have any i nterest
in Furman athletics and other university events, you'll
want to add your name to the Paladin Hoofbeats mailing
list.
At the beginnjng of each month, Don Lindsey '54,
a faithful member of the Alumni Association Board of
D irectors, compiles updates on Furman 's athletic
program, tosses in notes on Admissions, Furman Club
events, family programs and other university activities,
and e-mails the information to a large group of Furman
supporters. It's just another way for Furman to keep
in touch with you - and vice versa.
To add your name to the Hoofbeats list, send an
e-mail request to paladon@ mindspring.com, and Don
will make sure you receive this informative newsletter.
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Landrum I . McCarrell has been
named to the Golden Grads
Association of the Medical
University of South Carolina.
The association recognizes
exemplary service to the field of
medicine by MUSC alumni who
graduated 50 or more years ago.

Airmen Leadership School at

collection of poems about life.

Charleston Air Force Base.

The book features prints by

MARRIAGE: Carolyn Cason
Matthews and John A.

58

B rown and poems by Gordon.

McAllister, July 3, 1 999,

Jackie Privette Pope and her

70

Charleston, S.C. They reside in

Next reunion in 2005

husband, James, live in Austell,

After nearly two years as the

Next reunion in 2003

Ga., where she teaches private

only foreign diplomat accredited

piano and voice lessons and i s

t o Pristina (Kosovo), Yugoslavia,

Columbia, S.C., where she is an
administrative law judge.

73

Next reunion in 2003

adult choir director of the

Wayne Huckaby has returned to

After 1 9 years as chaplain at

40

Lutheran Church of the Nativity.

Seoul, South Korea, as country

Palmetto Baptist Medical Center

• Leroy Stewart traveled to The

program officer in the Public

in Easley, S.C., Paul Alley is

Netherlands in late July for

Affairs Section of the U . S .

now working a t the Lakeland

Memphis, Tenn., retired Army

Amsterdam 2000, a conference

Embassy. • Beth Kendrick Tally

(Fla.) Regional Medical Center.

sponsored by the B illy Graham

of Columbia, S.C., has become

• Jane Arrington Bender of

Evangelistic Association for

executive director of Central

Bethlehem, Pa., is interim Canon

itinerant evangelists.

South Carolina Habitat for

at the Cathedral Church of the

Humanity.

Nativity. • MARRIAGE: Vic

71

June I I , Greenvi l le. He is

Darre l l C. Richardson of
chaplain and retired editor of the

Brotherhood Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention,
recently completed three books,
bringing the total he has written

59

to 47.

Next reunion in 2004

43

Ansel McGill retired in May after

Next reunion in 2001

2 1 years as pastor of Paris view

Tim Moss, a golf pro on Hilton

MARRIAGE: David Dean

Baptist Church in GreenviiJe.

Brockman and Johanna Palmer,

61

May 1 999.

47

John H. Holl iday has been
named to the Golden Grads
Association of the Medical
University of South Carolina.
The association recognizes
exemplary service to the field of
medicine by MUSC alumni who
graduated 50 or more years ago.

54

Next reunion in 2004
The School of Education at
South Carolina State University
has awarded U . S . Secretary of
Education Richard W. Riley its
first Distinguished Educator of
the Year Award.

55

Next reunion in 2005
Laverne Hancock has resigned
after eight years as pastor of
Calvary Baptist Church in
Columbia, S .C. • Bob Townes,
chairman of the board for
Piedmont Travel, Inc . , in
GreenviiJe, was one of four
South Carolinians chosen
a s a finalist for the Ernst &
Young South Atlantic Region
Entrepreneur of the Year Award.

56

Next reunion in 2001
C . Mitchell Carnell of
Charleston, S.C., was the first
civilian selected to deliver the
keynote address at the summer
graduation ceremony of the

Next reunion in 2001
Sandra Noonan Fowler, director
of Community Outreach and
Development for Florence
Crittenton Programs of South
Carolina in Charleston, has been
appointed to the state Human
Affairs Commission. • Gary

Lewis has retired from teaching
and is living in Darlington, S .C.

• Thomas H . Lynch of Roswell,
Ga., is vice president of Mrs.
Fields Famous B rands, formerly
known as Great American

Head Island, S.C., was the swing
coach and technical advisor for
the movie "The Legend of
Bagger Vance," released this fall.
He also appeared with the film's
star, Matt Damon, on the Golf
Channel 's "Academy Live." •

with Applications, a universityHall .

missioner in Franklin, N.C.

74

Next reunion in 2004
Caroline Smith Head teaches at

Prudential Insurance Company

in Chesterfield, Va. • Esther

of America, has been named the

"Tootsie" Peters taught a

M i l l ion DoiJar Round Table's

summer course on coral disease

2000-0 I divisional vice president

at the Center for Tropical

of the Program General

Research at Mote Marine Labs

Arrangements Committee.

in Key West, Fla. She teaches

72

coral histology at George Mason

and editor with the Washington

level text published by Prentice

and youth, she is a financial
manager and county com-

O . B . Gates Elementary School

64

is co-author of Number Theory

A former minister of education

Richard D. Robertson , Jr. , of

Next reunion in 2002

Next reunion in 2004

associate chaplain and assistant
professor of religion at Furman.

Cincinnati, Ohio, an agent with

Cookie Company.

James Bell of Spartanburg, S.C.,

Greene and Janet Jacobs Long,

B i l l Broadway, religion writer

University.

75

Next reunion in 2005

Post, was named the second-

Robert D i ckinson of NashviiJe,

place winner of the 2000 Award

Tenn., is executive vice president

for Best In-Depth Reporting on

of CompleteTV, a company

Religion, presented by the

formed by the merger of

American Academy of Religion.

Dickinson Sports and Enter-

The award recognizes journalists

tainment Group and Global

whose work enhances the public

Music and Media, Inc. • Leesa

67

understanding of religion. •

Nanney Lanham is the orchestra

Frances Smith Ligler, a member

director at Grayson (Ga.) High

John Durst, previously vice

of the Furman board of trustees

School. • Julie Peacock

and deputy head of the Naval

Meadows of Lothian, Md., has

Research Lab in Washington,

become a senior systems analyst

D . C . , was awarded the Doctor

with lncyte Genomics, Inc.

Next reunion in 2002
president of the public relations
firm Newman Saylor & Gregory
in Columbia, S.C., has been
named director of the state
Department of Parks, Recreation

of Science Degree by the Faculty
of B iological Sciences at Oxford
University in November. She

and Tourism.

has also been elected a Fellow

69

of the International Society for

Dan Brown and feiJow B eaufort

to the board of directors of

Next reunion in 2004
( S . C . ) High School art teacher
Scott Gordon have published Et

Tu, Spacecadeaux: Language
Under Fire, a nature-inspired

Optical Engineering. • William

Welsh (M.B.A.) has been named
Ballantyne of Omaha (Neb.), a
leading manufacturer of motion
p icture projection and entertainment lighting equipment. •

76

Next reunion in 2001
Jane Jenkins Harrison is
administrative assistant and
curriculum coordinator of
Concrete Elementary School in
Anderson (S.C.) School District
One. • George Kerns, a former
GTE Internetworking executive,
has been appointed chief
37
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speaking about technology.

BIRTH: Jeanne Bra ndes, a
son, Robert Charles Brandes,
June 1 6, Columbus, Ohio.

lisa lloyd Blais of New Smyrna
Beach, Fla., works as a free
lance artist, an art instructor for

begin playing in Wilmington,

79

Next reunion in 2004

Center for the Arts, and a

operating officer of Harvarc!Net.

a Class A baseball team that will

• B i l l Mayvil l e has been
appointed to Workforce Florida,

N.C., in 200 1 . • ADOPTION:

AI D a n i e l , associate director of

a non-governmental organization

lynne Marie Taylor and her

Howell S ports Management and

that helps formulate and oversee

husband, Robert Weinbach, a

fanner assistant basketball coach

the implementation of workforce

daughter, Katie, December 1 999,

at Fwman and at North Carolina

pol icy.

Anhui Prov ince, China. Lynne

State, has been named assistant

77

Marie is a director of the Center

coach at the University of Tulsa.

for Child and Family Studies at

Next reunion in 2002

the University of South Carolina.

Phil Creve l i n g has been

78

appointed to the Lake Jackson

81

Next reunion in 2001

Flynn T. Harre l l (L.L.D.) has
been appointed to the South
Carolina Ethics Commission. •

(Texas) City Council. He also

Next reunion in 2003

serves on the board of the

Thomas Henry has been called

Lake Jackson Development

as senior pastor at Christ

BIRTH: Nate and Helen Baden
Atwood, a son, Noah Benjamin,
May 26, Chesapeake, Ya.

80

Corporation, the city's Planning

Covenant Church in Matthews,

Commission and its Board of

N.C.

Adjustments and Appeals. •

Winter Springs, Fla., completed

les l i e Branch Raymer of

Sam Hodges' novel 8-Four,

a year as president of the Orange

Decatur, Ga., is pursuing a

published originally in 1 992, has

County East Rotary Club and is

Master of Divinity degree at

been reissued by University of

secretary/treasurer of Seminole

Candler School of Theology at

Alabama Press. • Eugene

County Meals on Wheels.

Emory University. •

Godbold, Jr., has been named

ADOPTION: Rebecca

president of MidSouth Banking

lynn Nanney and her husband,
Mark Roosevelt ' 84, produce

S i g m u nd , a son, Rossen

Group in Atlanta, Ga. • Robin

multimedia marketing and

Alexander Sigmund, July 1 999,

James W. Keeter of

Next reunion in 2005

Hiott Spi nks h a s moved to

training materials for leading

Bulgaria. She heads the

Wrightsville Beach, N . C . , and

international companies. In

imm igration law practice at

started a consulting firm on

addition, M ark has started

Powell, Goldstein, Frazer and

energy and economic develop

Roosevelt Associates, Inc.

Murphy in Atlanta, Ga.

ment. She is also part owner of

He travels throughout the world

the Harris House of the Atlantic
Creative Memories consultant.

• Karen Dahlem of Louisville,
Ky., has started Dahlem
International Consulting, LLC,
a business specializing in
managing organizational change.

Jeff Sni pes is football coach
and athletic director at Boiling
Springs High School in
Spartanburg County, S .C. •

MARRIAGE: Karen Terry

Arms (M.A.) and Jeffrey Allen
Teague, July 22, Greenv ille. She
teaches at Greenville Middle
Academy and he is a production
associate at B M W.

BIRTH :

Fredrick C. and lucinda Gardner

Wichmann, a son, Theodore
Oscar, March 2, Charleston, S.C.
Lucinda is an attorney with
Barnwel l , Whaley, Patterson &
Helms, LLC.

82

Next reunion in 2002
Lars H u d n a l l , a lieutenant
colonel in the U . S . Army, is
currently assigned to the
Southern European Task Force

Cynthia
Schafer has moved to Hamden,
in Yicenza, Italy.

Conn., and manages marketing
and product development for
Labrazel, a luxury bed and bath
accessories company. • Steven
T. Scott lives in Durham, N.C.,
where he is an assistant professor
of military science in the Duke
University Army ROTC
Department. • E lizabeth Rush
Winstel is production manager
with The Market Edge in
Knoxville, Tenn. •

MARRIAGE: Carol Ann
Bourgeois and Fredrick William
West, June 23, Mauldin, S .C.
She teaches at Buena Vista
Elementary School, and he is a
technician at Caterpillar Inc.

83

Next reunion in 2003
Richard and Ja net N icholson

Benitez have moved to
Anderson, S.C., where she is an
elementary school teacher. •

Scott Brown has joined Oracle
Corporation in Redwood City,
Calif., as senior product
manager. • Roger Casey is the

new dean of Rollins College in

BIRTHS: David and Melisa
White Gay, triplets, Hope, Grace

Greenv i l le. • David Jones,

2000, a community leadership

manager of LifeWay Christian

program. • BIRTHS: John and

and Joy, October 1 8 , 1 999,

Store in Columbia, S . C . , for 1 4

Christine H i ley Donohue, a son,

Mount Pleasant, S.C. •

years, has joined B ankers Life

Corey Janson, June 1 0, West

Dodgson of Santa Fe, N . M . ,

Benjamin and Michelle Murphy
Wyman, a daughter, Brevin

Insurance Company in

Palm Beach, Fla. • Scott Ferrel l

Columbia. • Greg Newcomm is

and Aimee Hurst, a son, Aidan

is a licensed psychologist

Michelle, July 7, 1 999,

an attorney i n private practice i n

Finn, May 1 7, Fort Worth, Texas.

Louisville, Ky.

West Palm Beach, F l a . • Fred

Scott has received his doctorate

Rottnek of the Institute for

in vocal performance from the

Research and Education i n

University of Texas. • Michael

Family Medicine in St. Louis,

and Catherine Goodwin

Winter Park, Fla. • El izabeth

Cuddy, a psychologist, has
opened a private practice in
Orono, Maine. • Joanne

specializing in holistic
approaches to healing and
wellness. She is on the faculty
at Southwestern College. •

Sabra Geer Donovan of Orange,
Conn., has been promoted to
financial counselor with
CitiStreet. • Robert E . , Jr. , and

Margaret Platt H i l l have moved
to Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.,
where he works with Acosta
Sales Company. • Jacqueline

Russel l Medley is a financial
analyst with Banctec North
America in Dallas, Texas. •

James Taylor I l l is a partner i n
the l a w firm o f Ross way Moore

& Taylor in Vero Beach, Fla. •
MARRIAGES: Steven Conley
and Tari Wine, March 4, Ormond
Beach, Fla. He has been
promoted to president of Today
Homes, Inc. • linda Jean

Moody and Daniel Stephen
Rector, June 1 7, Greenville. She
is a teacher and he is a supervisor
at Norton Diamond Tool
Company in Arden, N . C . •

BIRTHS: Robert and H o l ly

Lambdin Battle, twins, a son,
Bryan, and a daughter, Morgan,
November 29, 1 999, Miami, Fla.

• Mark and Sharon Boyd

Lancaster, a son, Jonathan
Thomas, July 1 2, Greenville. •
James and Delayne Fowler Seay,
a son, Jacob Fowler, August 6,
Moore, S . C .

84

Next reunion in 2004
James M . Bryson of North
Quincy, Mass., is financial
manager for the Parson Group.

• linda Howard H ickman of

85

Next reunion in 2005
Kelley Krokas received her
Master of Science degree in
industrial and organizational
psychology from North Carolina
State University and is com
pleting a one-year appoint
ment at the U.S. Coast Guard's
Research and Development
Center. • linda Lee Petrakis is
an advertising account executive
for the South Florida Business

Journal in Boca Raton. She
recently ran the Walt D i sney
World Marathon, raising almost
$ 1 6,000 for research. • Randall

E. Potter completed his tour with
the Defense Intelligence Agency
in April and is now the Deputy
G-2 with the 2nd Infantry
Division at Camp Red Cloud in
the Republic of Korea. • Sally

H i ldebrand Rhoad works part
time as an attorney with the
Charleston, S.C., firm ofYoung,
Clement, R ivers & Tisdale. •

James Strange has completed a
master's degree in religious
studies at the University of South
Florida and is studying at Emory
University for a Ph.D. in New
Testament. H i s first book, The

Mo., has been honored by the

Gutshall, a daughter, Karis Ann,

Salvation Army for his volunteer

March 24, Columbia, S.C. •

work with the city's homeless
men. • Laurie Wilcox Slade and

Chris and Kelly Stoddard '92
Johnson, a daughter, Grace

her family have moved to South

Anne, July 1 9, Greer, S.C. Chris

Korea for an assignment with

is employed at PSA Consulting.

the Army's 1 2 1 st General

• Warren and Kathryn Barrett

Hospital. . BIRTHS: Cl iff and

Lamb, a daughter, Rebekah

Kelly Barfield, a son, Neal,

Ruth, March 9, Poughquag, N . Y.

February 2, Hartsville, S.C. •

Mark and Sheri Crow '88 Dillard,
twin sons, Cory Robert and
Jacob Clifford, April 1 9, Atlanta,
Ga. • Samuel and Mari lyn

Sharp H uffman, twins, a son,
Jackson, and a daughter, Mary
Lawrence, Charlotte, N.C. •
James and Heather H a m i lton

Ga. • Jud and Jane Jacknewitz

Woolard , a son, Jackson Wolfe,
June 1 0, El Paso, Texas. Retired
from the U.S. Army, Jud is
with the U.S. B order Patrol.
Jane is an Army nurse stationed
in El Paso.

87

Next reunion in 2002

Emergence of the Christian

After a seven-year assignment

Basilica in the Fourth Century,

i n Europe and Russia with the

is set for publication by Global

Coca-Cola Company, Stafford

Publications of the State

Green has returned to Atlanta,

University of New York. •

Ga., as the company's manager

Jenny Wacht Watt teaches

for strategic planning. • Walter

computer classes at a community

and Joannie H ucks Hall live i n

college in Deer Park, Texas. She

Columbus, Ga. , where s h e is

is also a consultant and has

manager of internal audit with
AFLAC and he works for the

Computer Associates. • Cathy
Jam ieson-Ogg has become

Young and Amy Spracklen, May

to the Brussels, Belgium, office

associate minister at Trenholm

27. They live in Jacksonville,

of Keller and Heckman law firm.

Fla., where they work in the

He specializes in European food

residual market insurance

and drug law issues. • Kathleen

Marlowe was named Teacher of
the Year at Mid-Carolina High
School i n Prosperity, S.C. •

MARRIAGE: Frederick

McKay and Claudia Jenkins
Kirby, July 22. They live in
Rock H i l l , S . C . , where he is
principal of St. Anne Catholic
School. He won the 1 999 South
Carolina State Adult Tennis 3 5
and Over Championship. •

industry. • BIRTHS: Craig and

G reer Rossmann has completed

Christine Boyd Lee, a son,

her Ph.D. in economics at the

Connor Allan, May 3 1 ,

University of Colorado and is

Greenville. • Richard and Lisa

on the faculty of B i rmingham

Tuttle, a son, Steven Mathias,

Southern College. • James and

Grand B lanc, Mich.
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Glen Beattie is employed by
SmithKl ine-Beecham in

America, has been transferred
to Charlotte, N . C . • Lori

Christensen recently returned
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currently waiting for a class date

FAA. • Devon H i l l has moved

in Columbia, S.C. • John

security manager with B ank of

Wasnick, a daughter, Ashley,

started a Web-based company.

Road United Methodist Church

Amanda Brendle, national photo

October 28, 1 999, A lpharetta,

• MARRIAGE: Michael

Greer, S . C . , is employed at

88

Next reunion in 2003

Melissa Still live in Inman, S.C.
He is a first officer with US
Airways. • Michael R.

Wollinger, a banker with First
Citizens B ank in Hendersonville,

George E . Linney, Jr. '65, president; Pamela
U nderwood Thomason '76, president-elect;
David Nelson '61, vice president; Lyn n
Powers Gibbs '78, past president; Ray F.
Bell '48; Kenneth S. Carts '90; E.M. Horton,
Jr. '52; Ann Anshus Quattlebaum '64; Norma
Karlen Bagwell '45; Jack E. Powers '56; Bret
Alan Clark '88; Julia Meeks G le n n '63;
Rebecca Pullin Kay '86; Robert E. Poerschke
'41; Ronald L. Walker '84; Diane Maroney
Estridge '66; Joe E. Gentry '53; Hal E.
Henderson '92; Jenna C. Robinson '74;
James H. Simkins, J r. '78; Brian H. Fen n
'91; Donald H . Lindsey '54; Catherine Hunter
Hightower '55; Randolph Williams Blackwell
'63; Elizabeth Jean Howard '81; Catherine
Ra kestraw Smith '92; Mickey Arthur Walker
'55; Jo hn R. Cassady '62.

Ex-Officio: David E . Shi '73, president;
Donald J. Lineback, vice president for
development; Donald E. Fowler, director of
development; S h a n n o n Wilkerson Wilson
'93, director of Alu m n i Association; Susan
Rice Jones '97, associate director of Alumni
Association; Wendy Hamilton '98, associate
director of Alumni Association; Phil Howard,
director of Furman Fund; William J. Lavery,
faculty liaison ; David G. Ellison '72, trustee
liaison; Davin Welter '89, president, Young
Alumni Council; Scott Martin '01, president,
Senior Class; Amy Adkisson '01, president,
Association of Furman Students; Jason
Holbrook '01, president, Student Alu m n i
Council.

N.C., graduated from the Vision
Henderson County Class of
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she is rehabilitation therapist for

Anne Elliott, July 5, Greenville.

Ardmore 's Michelin tire plant.

James and Deborah Patrick
M i l l ey, a daughter, Sarah Kate,

• D ixon and Catherine Aiken

from a mission trip to the
Dominican Republic and is
continuing graduate work in
public health at Emory
University in Atlanta, Ga. • Jeff
and Cam Corley Dunson have
been appointed by the Southern
Baptist International Mission
Board to serve in the Maranhao
region of Brazil.

Buddy Eades

of Greenv ille, a campus minister
with Worldwide Discipleship
Association, received a Master
of Divinity degree from
Reformed Theological Seminary
in Charlotte, N.C. • Christopher

Hardt has been admitted into the
Cleveland, Ohio, partnership of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
working in audit and business
advisory services. • David

Harley is in-house counsel and
director of legal affairs for the
Special Education District of
Lake County, Ill. • Brad Jordan
is safety coordinator for
Rockwell Automation in
Gainesville, Ga. He has started
KT Video Productions, doing
wedding and events video
graphy. His wife, Susan Dagley

Next reunion in 2004
Sidney Gordon Hill has received
the Master of Church Music
degree from Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. •

Michael and Robin Brown '92
Malinovsky live in Atlanta, Ga.,
where she is senior associate in
the marketing department of
Rosenthal & George. He is with
US Franchise Systems, working
as brand and training director
for Hawthorne Suites. • Alicia

A. Roper has been promoted to
operations manager at Clarus
Corporation in Atlanta, Ga. •

MARRIAG E : Carol Brown
and Paul Schoner, July I ,
Chattanooga, Tenn. • BIRTHS:
Boll ing and N ancy Graham

Brawley, a daughter, B lair
Whitfield, April 24, Newport,
Tenn. • Christopher and LeAnne

Schoonhagen Gardner, a
daughter, Vivian Lee, February

Walter and
Andrea Heidcamp '90 Landow,
1 , Rock Hill, S.C.

a son, Joseph Maxwe ll,
September I I , 1 999, Acworth,

Jordan, is a teacher. •
Sue Campbell Shugart of

Ga. • Wriston and Catharine

Manning, S.C., graduated from

December 6, 1 999, Winston

Leadership South Carolina,
Class of 2000. The program
identifies outstanding leaders in
the state. • Lynn Purcel l Wright
of Simpsonv i l le, S .C . , is a
physician with Piedmont
Psychiatric Services, PA. •

BIRTHS: Brad and Stacey

Bechtold, a son, Thomas Carter,
January 1 6, Greenville. Brad,
assistant dean of continuing
education at Greenville
Technical College, is pursuing
a doctorate at Clemson
University. • Michael and Faith

Engroos Cruz, a daughter,
Elizabeth, May 9, Slidell, La. •

John and Malin V. M. Gustafsson
Niggley, a daughter, Emma
Annette, March 1 3 , Sunnyvale,
Calif. • Scott W. and Doreen

Jones Norton, a daughter,
Meagan Doreen. Doreen is a
programmer with Entech Data
Systems and Scott is an officer
in the U . S . Navy.
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Marshburn, a son, Stuart David,
Salem, N.C. • Matthew and
Patti Piekutowski, a son,
Thomas, April 1 7 , Atlanta, Ga.
Matthew has been named vice
president of business develop
ment for T/R Systems Inc. •

Roger and Rebecca Taylor, a son,
Maxwell, June I , 1 999, Ormond
Beach, Fla. Roger is manager
of membership services for Palm
Coast Data, which handles
subscription fulfillment for major
magazines. • Roger and
Rebecca Fite Walker, a daughter,
Fite Jane Day, February 1 3 ,
Atlanta, Ga. • David and Emilie

McDonald Woody, a daughter,
Blair, March 30, Charlotte, N.C.
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Freeman are stationed in

April 1 9 , Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Pensacola, Fla., with the U . S .

They returned to the States in

A i r Force. A n obstetrician/

October to work as missionaries

gynecologist at the Naval

in residence in the national

Hospital, he was recently

offices of the Presbyterian

promoted to major. • After

Church (USA) in Louisv ille, Ky.

completing a residency in

• Steve and Susan Fluck

hematology and oncology at the

Shi nego, a daughter, Hailey

University of Texas Health

Danielle, March I 0, Tampa, Fla.

Science Center/Audie L.

Susan is a physical therapist and

Murphy VA Hospital in San

Steve is a lieutenant commander

Antonio, MaryEIIa Mahoney is

in the U . S . Navy. • Donald and

an oncology cl inical pharmacist

Kristi G lasscock Smith, a son,

and has joined the Orlando (Fla.)

Spencer, August 1 999, Cranberry

Regional Medical Center/

Township, Pa. • Steven ' 9 1 and

Anderson Cancer Center. She

Laurie McDowe l l Thigpen, a

is an adj unct teacher at the

daughter, Kirby, Kannapolis,

University of Florida College of

N.C. • Paul and Elizabeth Sides

Pharmacy. • Andy and Laura

' 9 1 Wallace, a son, Henry,

Bealer Murphy are living in

July 8, Rome, Ga. • Jonathan

Dunwoody, Ga. He is principal
and vice president of First Union

Wesley-Chevalier and Molly
Wesley-Chevalier, a son, Flynn,

Bank in Atlanta and she is an

May 5, Cincinnati, Ohio. •

ophthalmic surgeon. • Kristen

Page is an assistant professor of

Frank C. I l l and Leslie Dyer
Williams, a son, Frank Camp IV,

biology at Wheaton (Ill.)

May 3 1 , Greenvi lle.

College. • Brothers Bradley and

Chris '92 Rhoads are partners
in a new law practice in
Owensboro, Ky. • Chris and
Carol Roper live in Monroeville,
Pa. He has completed his Ph.D.
in nuclear physics and is
employed with Bettis-Bechtel.

• Jerry Salley of Chapel H i l l ,
N .C . , is a Web writer for Smart
Online, a business Web site
based in Durham, N .C. •

W. Allen Thomason has received
the Master of Divinity degree
and the Master of Arts degree in
religious studies from Central
Baptist Theological Seminary.

• MARRIAGE: Michael

David Beeks and Sharon
Elizabeth Griffin, July 8, Gray
Court, S.C. She is a teacher, and
he is associate pastor of Standing
Springs Baptist Church in
Simpsonville, S.C.

BIRTHS:

Gordon L . , Jr. , and Barbara
Blackwel l , a son, Alexander
Gordon, May 1 4, Raleigh, N.C.

• Craig and Brook Kraxberger

Christenbury, a son, Stephen,
June 20, Germantown, Tenn. •
Laddie and Amy Babb Jones, a
daughter, Mary Neely, May 1 5 ,

Bob Adikes of Largo, Fla. , has

Moncks Corner, S .C. Amy has

rejoined Linvatec Corporation

earned a Master's Plus 30 degree

as a senior product manager. •

in secondary school adminis

Chad and Tammy Fetzer have

tration from The Citadel and is

moved to Ardmore, Okla., where

a guidance counselor at Stratford

he is an associate pastor at

High School. • Matthew and

Northwest Baptist Church and

Jane Keith Marron, a daughter,
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Michael and Hestia de Vries
Brown live in New York, N . Y.
He works with InterWorld, an
E-Commerce software company,
and she is senior art director for
Campbell Soups.

Mike and

Angie McMahan Mitlehner are
both employed with Intel
Corporation in Portland, Ore.,
she as a senior statistician and
he as a senior materials business
planner. • Julie Ann Stuart,
formerly an assistant professor
at Ohio State University, is now
with the School of Industrial
Engineering at Purdue
University in Indiana. • Andrew
and Kristin Borman Tunnell live
in Birmingham, Ala., where she
works with Blue Cross and Blue
Shield. • Liz Garity Turner is a
social studies teacher and
volleyball coach at Broome High
School in Spartanburg, S.C. Her
husband, Christopher Turner '94,
is an account executive with
United Parcels Service. •

Stephanie Mangels Watson
has received a Master of Social
Work degree from Virginia
Commonwealth University. •
Having completed her residency
in internal medicine and pedi
atrics, Lori White works at
Fairdale Family Health Centers
of Louisville, Ky. •

MARRIAGES: Timothy H i cks
and Julie Olivia Youngs, July I ,
Lexington, S.C. • Michelle

Parks a n d Michael D . Wyatt,
June 3, Columbia, S.C. •

Kerstin Reinhold and Scott
Armstrong '94, July I , Atlanta,
Ga. She has received a Master
of Divinity degree and Master
of Arts degree in counseling
from Reformed Theological
Seminary in Orlando, Fla. •

Christina Claire Thompson and
Paul Howell, June 1 7, Columbia,
S.C. . ADOPTION: Steven

Ramey and Terra Rodgers '94,
a son, Raj Andrew Ramey
Rodgers, born July 27 , 1 999, in
Pune, Maharashtra, India. •

BIRTHS: William D. and

Christi Newsom Byron, a son,
William Alexander, February I I ,
Charlotte, N.C. • Karen Jane
Erbes and her husband, Jeff
Gleason, a daughter, Claire
Delaney, March 23, Chamblee,
Ga. • Araceli and Nathaniel

Georges, a daughter, Nicole
Maribelle, May 20, Redondo
Beach, Calif. • Andrew and
Heather Ivester, a daughter,
Rachel Grace, May 2 5 ,
Carrollton, Ga. • Matthew and

Elizabeth Pau l Porter, a son,
David James, May I , Hewitt,
Texas. • Brian and DeAnna

Sloop, a daughter, Sarah
Kathryn, May 4, Columbia, S.C.
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Lisha Bridges is public and
media relations director with
B l ue Cross of Idaho. • Beth

Carney of Anderson, S.C., is
office manager at Palmetto
Urological Associates. • Bruce
Evans, previously academic and
recruiting coordinator at
Presbyterian College, has
become an assistant basketball
coach at Gardner-Webb
University. • Cheryl Dixon Flynn
of Crisp Hughes Evans LLP in
Spartanburg, S.C., has received
the Personal Finance Specialist
designation by the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. • Rick G ibson of
Hyattsville, Md., is a paralegal
with Jenner & B lock. • Daryl
Hartley is an assistant research
professor at the University of
Tennessee. • Amy Henderson
finished her master's degree at
Providence College and is
working as safety training
coordinator at Virginia
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Commonwealth University. •

resources manager for Kleier

Lance and Meredith Lentz '94
Lewis have moved to Atlanta,

agency. • Warren and

Ga. He is a cardiology fellow

Dominique Rofrano Hearnes, a

Communications advertising

at Emory University and she is

son, Luke Eastman, May 26,

a sales representative with

Atlanta, Ga. • David and Susan

NOVARTIS Pharmaceuticals . •

McKenney H ines, a daughter,

Steve and Becky H i g h mark
Linton live in St. Louis, Mo. He

Morgan Brinkley, June 23,

i s vice president and client

E m i ly Mitchel l Peters, a son,

manager with Bank of America.

Nathan Mitchell, April 7,

• Erin Mahan, who has been a

Atlanta, Ga. • Tom and H o l l i e

historian at the Miller Center of

Sherman Vol l m a r, a son, Kyle

Public Affairs at the University

Payton, July 3, Easley, S .C.

of Virginia, received her Ph. D .
from the university in May. She
teaches there part time and is
also a historian with the S tate
Department in Washington, D.C.

• Mary Mcilwain completed her
Ph.D. degree at Rice University
and is now an assistant professor
at Mercer University in Macon,
Ga. • Russ '93 and El izabeth

Smith Merritt have moved to
North Augusta, S .C. He is
director of college counseling
for Westminster Schools. •

Mel issa Snarr completed her
Ph.D. i n religion at Emory
University and has begun work
as the director of the Ethics and
Servant Leadership Program at
Emory 's Center for Ethics. She
also lectures in the Department
of Religion and runs an intern
ship program. • Scott Tobias is
a graduate assistant at the
University of Georgia School of
Music. • Having completed his
M . B .A. degree at the University
of Georgia, Scott Zimmerman
is a senior business analyst with
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
in Boston, Mass. •

MARRIAGES: Robert Archer
and Kristi Boinski, February 26,
Escondido, Calif. • Ann Barrick

Caison and Matthew Stephen
Earle Benson, April 29,
Sapphire, N.C. They live in
Charlotte, N.C. She is owner of
B arrick Caison Interior Design
and he i s an architect with
Meyer-Greeson-Paullin. •

ADOPTIONS: David and

Angela Hall Shiflet, two children
from the Ukraine, three-year-old
Rebecca and six-year-old Daniel,
July 1 999 . • BIRTHS: John
and Amy Wi lson Cul len, a son,
John Patrick, Jr., July 30, 1 999,
Louisville, Ky. Amy is human

Kennesaw, Ga. • Andrew and

Norwalk, Conn. • Rashm i
Anand Smith has joined Nextlink

• Nicole Hartse l l has received

Communications, Inc . , in Falls

and works as a school psy

an Education Specialist degree

Church, Va., as manager and

chologist in Cobb County, Ga.

stock options administrator. •

• J. Suzanne Jackson is director

Tony Thurmon Sm ith earned a

of a prenatal program in

Master of Divinity degree from

Columbia, S.C. • Kevin McCord

Southern Baptist Theological

is an M . B .A. student at the

Seminary. • Amy Heidebrecht

University of Georgia. He

Steed of Charleston, S .C . ,

previously taught school and

del ivered the Commencement

served i n the Peace Corps in

address at Orangeburg (S.C.)

Central America. • Raymond

Preparatory Schools in May.

Neal is a l ibrarian in the

She is completing her residency

Jacksonv ille (Fla.) Public

in internal medicine at the

Library. • Anna Ogburn is in

Medical University of South

her fourth year at the University

Carolina . • MARRIAGES:

of Georgia College of Veterinary

Mark Davis and Jennifer Lyn

Medicine. • John Palmer of

Williams, May 27, Columbia,

Marietta, Ga., is band director

S.C. They are attorneys, he with

at Dickerson Middle School. •

the Columbia fmn of McAngus

Derek and Amy Sites '95
Roberts have earned master's

93

Goudelock & Courie, LLP, and

Lewis Bozard is the pastor of

she with Nelson, Mullins, Riley

degrees from Arizona State

& Scarborough, LLP. • Yentrinh

University, he in business and
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United Methodist churches in
York, S.C., and Sharon, S.C. He
has begun work toward a Ph.D.
in sociology at the University of
South Carolina. • Jeffery N. and

Ashley Moore Clary have moved
to Spartanburg, S.C. He is a
partner with Piedmont Internal
Medicine in Gaffney, S.C. •

Todd Ensminger is an associate
attorney with Swidler Berlin
S hereff Friedman in Arlington,
va. • Anne Strange Garner
works i n desktop publishing at
First Baptist Church of
Greenville. • R. Kevin Johnson
has joined the staff of First
Christian Church of Shelbyville,
Tenn., as an associate pastor,
with responsibilities for music
and worship and membership
care. • Penny Westerman Krein
i s marketing officer with The
Palmetto Bank in Laurens, S .C.

• Ryan Livezey completed a
Master of Education degree at
Mercer University and accepted
a teaching position with the
Marist School in Atlanta, Ga.
His wife, Pamela Clay Livezey,
works in sales for Corporate
Express. • John Parks IV
received the D.M.A. degree from
the Eastman School of Music
and is an assistant professor at
the University of Kansas. •

Amber Singleton works for the
Georgia Trust for H istoric
Preservation in Atlanta as
director of the McDaniel
Tichenor House. • After
completing her M . B . A . degree
at Duke University, Kelly Smith
has become associate marketing
manager for Pepperidge Farm in

Le Glover and James Christopher

she in speech pathology. Derek

Greene, April 29, Knoxville,

has opened Roberts Business

Tenn. She is a Ph.D. candidate

Group, a sales consulting

at the University of Tennessee

business, and Amy works in the

and he is a regional sales

Scottsdale school system. •

manager at J.A. Webster. •

Sarah Satterfie l d received her

Christy Nee ley and Richard

Ph.D. in music education from

Denton Crane, July I . Both are

the University of Florida. She

physicians; she practices

teaches there and at Flagler

pediatrics in coastal North

College. • Mark Souther is

Carolina. • Jay Urgese and

completing a Ph.D. in h istory at

Jocelyn Shoemaker '96, June 3.

Tulane University. • E m i ly

She graduated from the Uni

Thayer is office admini strator

versity of Georgia law school

for Integrated Architectures, a

in May. Both will be com

telecommunications software

missioned into the U.S. Army

development company. She

JAG Corps in January and will

traveled to Costa Rica in July

then be stationed i n Germany.

with a church mission group. •

• BIRTHS: Cullon and Ann

Jeff Westbrook and his family

Williamson Hooks, a son, Henry

live in Kingstree, S.C., where he

Davis, September 29, 1 999. •

is a reporter for The Kingstree

Eric and Megan F i l ston

News. • G inny W i l l iams of

Johnson, a son, Eric Scott,

Atlanta, Ga. , works as

August 1 3 , Montgomery Village,

communications manager for

Md. • Mark and Caroline

NetSchools Corporation, a high

Pregnall McKinney, a son,

tech education company. •

Jonathan Houston, September

MARRIAGES: Hannah Bright

1 6, 1 999, Mount Pleasant, S.C.

and M ichael Foster Morris, June

• Robert and Becky Spieker '94

1 7 , Charlotte, N.C. • E m i ly
Burggraf and Matthew B urns,

Metzger, a daughter, Emma
Riley, June 30, 1 999, Lewisville,

June 1 9, 1 999, Columbia, S . C .

N.C. • Jonathan and Kristin

S h e is a counselor a t Midlands

Stewart, a son, William Cramer,

Technical College in Columbia.

April 1 9, Mount Pleasant, S .C.

• Kelly Jackson and Jeff L.

94

She is director of communi
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Jessica Marsh Daly is prospect
research manager for the South
Carolina Department of
Commerce. • Jennifer Frost
lives i n New York where she is
in rehearsal for two plays and
on hold for a role in a TV pilot.

Davis, Apri l , Columbia, S.C.
cations for the Carolina
Children's Home in Columbia.

• Christopher Gunn and Jennifer
B arone, November 1 3 ,
B i rmingham, Ala. She is
completing a master's degree in
nursing and he has begun a
residency in anesthesiology at

Duke University. • J i l l
Petryshyn and Brett Paden '95,

and is chairman of the board of

completing a master's degree in

the Wade Hampton-Taylors

English literature from the

May 20, Hollywood, Fla. Jill is

Jaycees. • Mark and Kim Talbert
Jennings have moved to Oxford,

University of South Carolina. •

University of Virginia. His wife,

senior sales representative for

Laura Tragesser and Matthew

Catherine Mabry Shoaf, finished

Mayfield Publishing Company.

England, where he is pursuing

Morrison, May 30, 1 999. They

dental school at the University

Brett is chief technology officer

a doctorate in religion at Oxford

live in Alexandria, Va. , and Laura

of Florida and is a dentist in

for eBody.com and is a

University. She i s pursuing a

is a law clerk in the U.S. Office

Crozet, Va. • Steven and Paige

consultant for the Minnesota

career in theatre design. • Eric

Products Company. • BIRTHS:

Nicole Sutton Smith live in

Democratic party and caucus in

light has graduated from Stetson

James and Julie Peevy, a

Greenville where she is a

Minneapolis, where they live. •

College of Law and is studying

daughter, Anna Grace, February

physical therapist and he is the

John Mark Shelley and Jessica

for an L.L.M. degree in estate

5 , Dacula, Ga. • Sonya Scott

district forester for Carolina
Wood, Inc. • Rob and Britt

Jeffrey Shoaf is studying
for an M . B .A. degree at the

Austin Crenshaw, July 1 ,

planning at the University of

and Kevin Jackson '98, a son,

Greenville. She teaches art and

Miami. • Owen Mathews

Jalen Christopher, April 3 ,

Riedl Young are reporters at

Spanish at Mid-Carolina High

teaches math with the Peace

Atlanta, Ga. Sonya is a banking

KGMB-TV 9 in Honolulu,

School in Prosperity, S.C. He

Corps in Guinea, West Africa.

officer with SunTrust Bank in

Hawaii . • MARRIAGES:

teaches history at Chapin High.

• John Maxwell IV has

Atlanta. • Brian and Carla

Michael David Arthur and Hailey

• Mary Kathleen Thompson and

graduated from the Medical

W i l l iamson Ti l ler, a daughter,

Douglass Hall, June 3. They live

Michael Kevin Hawkins, June

University of South Carolina and

Emily Elizabeth, August 6, Cary,

in Glen Allen, Va. , and he is a

1 7, Greenville. She is a teacher

is a general surgery resident at

N.C. • Chester and Erin Riddle

management consultant with

and he is employed at B .H .

Louisiana State University/

Williams, a daughter, Madeline

Renaissance Worldwide Inc. •

Polymers . • ADOPTION:

Charity Hospital in New

Elizabeth, February 23, Mauldin,

Wesley Anderson C o l l i ns and
Darley White Bomar, June 24,

Thomas and Rebecca Collins

Orleans. • After graduating

S.C. Erin is a K-5 teacher in

Kelly, a son, Roman, born in

from business school at

Greenv ille County.

Russia in March 1 997; adopted

Vanderbilt, Ben Merril l has

in May 2000 . • BIRTHS:

become senior rewards and

Timothy and Suzanne Bryant '95
Bryant, a daughter, Grace Carey,

recognition associate at Duke

October 7, 1 999. Tim is a senior

prospect research manager with

University. • Sandi Padgett is

software engineer in Sebastian,

the South Carolina Department

Fla. • Dustin and Kristen

of Commerce. • Carrie-Lynn

Poremba Cordier, a son, Thomas

Codega Pomian is marketing

Payton, June 26, Okinawa,

program manager with Verisign

Japan. • Eric and Donna Cox

in Atlanta, Ga. • Donald

'96 S i gl i n, a son Deric Ray,

Raber II is a n instructor in

March 1 3 , Greenville

political science at Furman. He

95
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Robyn Bennett of Greenville has
become project manager with
Datastream Systems, Inc. •

Rodger Colvin is an IT contractor
with CitiBank in the Bronx, N.Y.

• Cortney Combs, who is
completing the D.M.A. program
in violin performance at the
University of Texas, is the
principal second violinist of the
Victoria Symphony. She also
performs with the Austin and
Corpus Christi symphonies and
the Laredo Philharmonic. •
Steven and Karen Walsh

Faulkner reside in Rohnert Park,
Calif. Karen is marketing
communications manager for
Infortrend Corporation, a
computer hardware company. •

Nathan '98 and Mary Beth
Marchant Galbreath have
returned from overseas and live
in New Orleans, La. He has
begun law school at Tulane
University and she teaches
English at Brother Martin High
School. • Jeff Hammer of
Greer, S.C., is a senior account
manager with BSA International

is completing his Ph. D . in
political science from Harvard
University. • Laurie Steitler has
joined the Haywood Regional
Community Hospital in
Ashev ille, N.C., as a physician
assistant. • MARRIAGES:

Justin Aaron and Jacqueline
Kan, November 26, 1 999, San
Franc isco, Calif. He is a
software engineer with Global
English Corporation and she is
a free-lance editor. • Glenn

Allen and Heather Wil lis, May
1 3 , Atlanta, Ga. During the
summer, she was an Emory
University teaching assistant for
23 undergraduate students in
Paris. • Kyle P h i l l ips Cheros
and Stefanie Anne Priest, July
I, Greenville. Kyle owns Auntie
Ann's Kitchen in Pickens, S.C.

• Melinda Lanford and David
Sosebee, May 6, Woodruff, S.C.
They live in Simpsonville, S.C.,
where Melinda works in
accounts receivable at Kemet.

• Neil Stalker and Heather

Marie Dawkins '96, June 1 0,
Newberry, S.C. He is an
international marketing manager
for the U.S. subsidiary of Meese
Frankfurt in Atlanta, Ga. She is
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Paula Baxter is a pediatric
resident at the Children 's

Durham, N.C. She teaches
school and he is an attorney with
Cecil S . Harvell, PA, in
Morehead City, N.C. • H o l ly

Priscilla D ickey and Jonathan
Charles Ridgway, June 24,

Hospital Medical Center in
Cincinnati, Ohio. • Dana Hess
of South Hamilton, Mass., has
completed her first year at
Gordon-Conwell Seminary,
where she also works as
coordinator of seminars. •

Daniel and Cari W i l l iams '97
Hicks have moved to Greenville.

About

class notes

He is studying for a master's
degree at Clemson University.
She graduated from the Univer
sity of South Carolina School of
Law and is a law clerk for Judge
Joseph Watson. • Ashley

Holmes is studying for a master's
degree and is teaching eighth
grade science in Manning, S.C.

• James A. '98 and Susan

Falzone Kraus live in Oklahoma
City, Okla. , where she is a

B ecause of t h e l a r g e n u m b e r of
submissions Furman receives for
the magazine's class notes section
and the amount of lime it takes to
review, compile, edit and typeset
so much information, news items
frequently are not pub lished until
five or six months after they are
submitted.

Furman magazine does not

resident in family medicine in a

publish dated items (anything more

local hospital. • Mikki Streight
Ramey of Clemmons, N.C., is a

than

guidance counselor at West

announcements. Birth and marriage

18

months old at time of

publ ication) or engagement

Forsyth High School. • Todd

announcements for alumni couples

Rantala i s enrolled i n the M.B.A.

who graduated in different years

program at the Wake Forest

are included under the earl iest

University B abcock Graduate

graduation date (except if requested

School of Management. Also

otherwise); they are not listed under

enrolled there is David Robbins,
who with his wife, Angela Cook
'97 Robbins, recently completed
an active-duty commitment with
the U.S. Army. • David and
Charity Roe are both working at
the Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Cincinnati, Ohio, he
as a pediatric resident and she
in the pediatric house staff office.

both classes. We ask that you
include your spouse's name with
any birth or marriage notice.
Send alumni news to the Office
of Marketing and Public Relations,
Furman University,

3300 Poi nsett
2961 3 ,

Hi ghway, Greenvi l l e , S . C .

o r e-mail t o a l u m ni@furma n . e d u .
FAX:

(864) 294·3023.
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Sharrer live in Rohnert Park,

Cannon are youth ministers at

Calif. He is database manager

Grace Church in Duncan, S.C.

for Com Express/Integrity
Online and coaches a soccer
team.
Greenv i l le. He works as a

and i s working toward a

certified public accountant at

doctorate.

KPMG in Greenv i l le, and she

of Oakwood, Ga., is a counselor

teaches at Hollis Academy.

with Sti l l Waters Counseling

Elizabeth Blair Hennett and

Center.

Kenneth Michael Zeimetz,

of Durham, N.C., earned her

Mel issa Caron G rahn

August 1 9, Greenv ille. She is a

master's degree in social work

pharmaceutical sales represen

and works in the Duke

tative with NOVARTIS and he

University Department of

is vice president of the corporate

Psychi atry.

banking division of SouthTrust

is a graduate student at Southern

Janet Elaine Parn e l l

Bank.

John Scott Gray

I l l inois University and also

and Jonathan Gerard Byers, Jr.,

teaches philosophy and political

August 5, Greenville. He i s a

science at Rend Lake College.

firefighter with the Mauldin City

Brad H a rmon is assistant

Fire Department, and she is

director of advisement and

employed by the Spinx

retention at Coastal Carolina

Company.

Christina Rayneri

and Michael Crawford, March
4.

BIRTH: Bryan and Jenny

University in Conway, S.C.

Ashley Hayes is a juvenile justice
case manager with the Tennessee

Bernard Starks, a daughter,

Department of Chi ldren 's

Elizabeth Madison, April 1 4,

Services in Nashville.

Greenv ille.

receive her master's degree i n
social work from the University

Next reunion in 2002
Having earned a master's degree
in history and a law degree from
the University of Virginia, Jeff
Anderson works in B irmingham,
Ala., with the firm of B radley
Arant Rose & White.

Joe and

Susan Worley Brewer live in
Columbia where he is com
University of South Carol ina and
she is a business analyst with
Mynd. • Ki mberly Broerman
has earned a Master of Divinity
degree from Emory University's
Candler School of Theology and
is associate minister of Christian
education at St. Mark United
Methodist Church in Atlanta

Melanie Montgomer
Brummett earned a master's

Ga.

y

Texas Woman's University and
is employed by !nova Mount
Vernon Hospital in A lexandria,

Lori Cole was promoted

to executive director of the Eagle
Forum in Washington, D.C.,
where she oversees lobbying on
federal legislation and the
group's political action

Lindi Eubanks a

fourth-grade teacher in

Patty Walters Laine of
Lawrenceville, Ga., graduated
from the University of Georgia
School of Law and is a law clerk
for the Ocmulgee Judicial Circuit

Bradley
Majette, formerly a consultant

in Madison, Ga.

in Atlanta, Ga., is an account
representative and process
fac ilitator in the company's
Accelerated Solutions
Environment.

Jay N o rton II

has completed law school and is
associate corporate counsel with
Raymond James Financial, Inc.,
in Tampa, Fla.

John David

Owen graduated from Harvard
Law School and now works for
Bradley Arant Rose & White in

degree in physical therapy at

committee.

of Michigan in December.

with Cap Gemini Ernst & Young

pleting law school at the

Va.

Robert
and Susie Nabors Hu bbard l ive
in Ann Arbor, Mich. She w i l l

97

'

S partanburg, S . C . , D istrict 2,
earned a master's degree i n
education administration from
the University of South Carolina
44

Beth Walton Everett

Birmingham, Ala.

After

spending the summer studying

G ina Terry lives in

Plainview, Texas, where she is
assistant director of admissions

with Shaw Industries ' Contract
Flooring Division in Atlanta, Ga.

resources coordinator at WQED

MARRIAGES: Heather Anne

management at Georgia

Crawley and David Jarret Peek,

Technical College in Atlanta.

May 27, Cedar Mountain, N.C.

Briana Greene is in the final year

She works with Ten Carva

of a master's program at Harvard

Company, and he is employed

University and works part time

by Green Company and attends

in the divinity school l i brary.

Greenv i l le Technical College.

Having completed a master's

Bridgett Angela Duncan and

degree in computer science at

Christopher Michael Bowen,

the University of North Carol ina,

June 24, Westminster, S.C. She

Amy Henderson l ives in Clifton

works at Oconee Machine and

Park, N . Y. , and is a software

Tool in Westminster and he is

engineer with Kitware, Inc.

project manager for Beers York
Construction.

Brett Allen

Michael Hix i s in his third year
of a double master's degree

Hand ( M . A . ) and A m y Ei leen

program in voice and

Calhoun, June 23, Sioux City,

musicology at Florida State

Iowa. Both are athletic trainers

University. He started his

with Kentucky Physical Therapy

professional opera career this

in Barbourv i l l e .

Marty Key

summer at the Ash lawn

and Brooke Downs, June 1 0,

Highland Summer Festival .

Belton, S.C. He is a sales

Austin Hood has begun his final

engineer at NewSouth

year of law school at the

Alan
Sanders and Laura Cave, June

University of South Carolina.

Jayda Biddix Justus of

3. He i s a second-year dental

A lexandria, Va. , works with

Communications.

student at the Medical College

Sterling Hager, Inc . , as an

of Georgia in Augusta, and she

account executive tele

works in the cancer registry

commuting from her home.

Emily

division of DHEC.

Andy Moorman is a law student

Slayton and Scott Fritz, April

at the University of South

29, Blacksburg, Va. Emily is a

Caro lina.

writer and strategic g ifts team

graduated from the University

administrator at Prison Fellow

of Georgia and moved to

Seth Ramaley has

ship Ministries, and Scott works

Baltimore, Md., to work with

in computer consulting and

the groundwater model i ng and

sales. They live in Herndon, Va.

BIRTH: Al len and Madelyn

Cooper Cave, a son, Garrett

remediation group of Arcadis

Trent
Reece is an addictions counselor

Geraghty & Mil ler.

Carlton, May 1 3 . They live in

with Colonial Management

Brewton, A l a . , where Allen

Group in Greenv i l le.

works for a CPA firm.

Sarah
Rusciano is pursuing a Master

of Health S ciences degree in

98

physician assistant studies at the

Kate Augustine is a newsletter

at Samford University in

editor for the American

B irmingham, Ala.

Kevi n
(M.A.) and Sarah Couch Piland

Psychological Association in
Washington, D.C.

l ive in Atlanta, Ga. Kevin is an

lives i n Austin, Texas, and works

orthopaedic surgeon and Sarah

in sales with Insync Internet

Arch Bell

is studying at Georgia Baptist

Services. • David Burns is

College of Nursing to become a

account coordinator at Octagon
Marketing in Stamford, Conn . ,

Rogers is assistant strength

and manages MasterCard

coach at the University of South

International 's United States

Alan and Jennifer

David Frazer is pursuing a
master's degree in science of

in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pattillo has returned t o school

Carolina.

Amy
Crist is an account representative

at Brenau Universi ty.

Rachel Zola is the human

Next reunion in 2003

Seth

sions representative and recruiter

at Wayland Baptist University.

law at Oxford University, J i m

nurse practitiOner.

Christina Cochran of
Gainesville, Ga., is an admis

based sports sponsorships.
Stephen and J u l i e Hammett

University of South Alabama.

Chris Scharver is working on
his master's thesis at the
University of I l linois at Chicago
and is a research assistant in the
school 's Electronic Visual ization
Laboratory.

Andy Severson

of Wel lington, Fla., is in his final
year of law school at Nova
Southeastern. He works for
Romano, Eriksen & Cronin, P.A.

Traci Shortridge is an
Americorps V ISTA vol unteer
with the Greenville Literacy

Class of '99 tackles the world
T

o quote Mark Twain, "Travel is fatal to
prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness."
A large contingent from Furman's Class
of 1 999 came to understand what Twai n
meant when they chose t o live abroad dur
ing their first post-Furman year. They
studied, worked and traveled throughout
Europe - and maintained connections with
each other. In the process, they expanded
their world view and began preparing for
exciting international careers or further
academic work.
One of the Furman group, David
Dothard of Knoxville, Tenn., lived in London,
where he studied for a Master of Science
degree in the history of international relations
at the London School of Economics. He
also interned for a member of the House
of Commons and enjoyed trips to France
and to Northern Ireland.
Dothard, who has returned to the States
and plans to attend law school, offers a
philosophical take on his year overseas.
"The opportunity for an extended stay
abroad not only provides insight into a
foreign culture, but also allows for a more
detached evaluation of our own," he reports.
"Americans should realize that the world is
watching us. Our political dialogue and
popular culture, movies in particular, mold
global perceptions of the American ethos.
"Travel in Europe and elsewhere re
veals a rather astonishing level of animosity
toward this country. Despite Europeans'
subtle respect for American ingenuity, our
foreign policy is widely perceived today,
much as it has been throughout the 20th
century, as an instrument of economic im
perialism. The World Trade Organization
debacle in Seattle last year was sympto
matic of the enormous frustration created
by the growing economic disparity between
the First and Third Worlds."
Dothard adds that his year abroad
made him more aware of the importance
of this year's presidential election, given
the president's "considerable influence" on
world affairs. He cites such issues as trade
with China, the tension with the Russian
Federation over the antiballistic missile
system, the future of Taiwanese indepen
dence and the Arab-Israeli conflict as key
issues of the new millennium. As he says,
"Foreign policy really does matter."

Although he doesn't claim to have kept
up with every classmate who spent the year
abroad, Dothard does provide updates
on a number of his compatriots and their
experiences. They include:
• Jennifer Doherty, who received
a Master of Science degree i n European
studies at the London School of Economics
and lived in the prestigious William Good
enough Trust, a postgraduate residence
subsidized by the queen. Doherty, whose
travels took her throughout the United King
dom and to France and Thailand, has
accepted a position as an E-Commerce
specialist with Carpe Diem in London.
• Dena Fokas earned a Master of
Arts degree in contemporary theology from
Durham University. She visited London,
Spain , France and her summer home in
Greece, and was continually fascinated by
the profound differences in the Anglo
American cultures, despite a common lan
guage.
• Matthew Mil ler was a Rotary
Scholar in Paris, France, where he took a
doctoral seminar in political theory at the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences
Sociales. He traveled to Italy, Greece and
throughout southern France, spoke to sev
eral French Rotary Clubs and pursued his
i nterest in the works of Blaise Pascal, a
1 7th-century philosopher.
• Kam Neely studied in Frankfurt,
Germany, as a Rotary Scholar. He took
classes in European history and German
literature at the Johann Wolfgang-Goethe
Universitat and was an intern at the
Karmeliterkloster Museum, a 1 4th-century
monastery that also serves as the central
office for the City Institute of History for
Frankfurt. His travels took him to Austria,
the Baltic Sea and the French Alps. He
is now pursuing a Ph.D. in Germanic lan
guages at the University of North Carolina.
• Chris Palmer was a Fulbright
Teaching Fellow in the linguistics depart
ment of the University of Debrecen in
eastern Hungary. After teaching classes in
American phonology and English composi
tion, as well as an upper level seminar in
modern American poetry, he says that he
was amazed by the intensity of the Hungar
ian university system. Each student at

The Class of '99 delegation to the London
Goodenough Trust Summer Ball included,
from left, Courtney Tollison, Jennifer Doherty,
David Dothard, Jill Smith and Dena Fokas.

Debrecen took approximately 1 1 classes
per term.
• Charlie Sharpe also spent his
year as a Rotary Scholar in Germany, where
he studied German foreign policy at the
University of Bonn. He worked to involve
German Rotary Clubs in a United Nations
sponsored land mine removal project in
war-torn Bosnia and Croatia, and traveled
to Sarajevo in July to meet with the United
Nations Mine Action team and to see l ive
minefields. Recently awarded a Fulbright
Fellowship, he is studying this year i n
Montreal, Canada.
• Megan Hundley and Christine
Lawson spent the year as Fulbright Fel
lows, with Hundley teaching in Berlin,
Germany, and Lawson conducting research
on Spanish politics i n Madrid. Lawson
is now studying i nternational relations at
Georgetown University, and Hundley is
pursuing a master's in student affairs
administration at Clemson University.
• Mark Canavera and Jon
Parsell are Peace Corps volunteers in
Africa, Canavera in Burkina Faso (see
page 2) and Parsell in Togo.
Dothard points out that many of these
students got their first taste of international
living through Furman's study abroad pro
grams. And as director of educational
services Judy Bainbridge says, these
globetrotters "are among our best and
brightest. By the time they return from
these adventures, they are among our most
worldly-wise as well."

Association, working mainly

have moved to Richmond, Va.,

a real estate consultant with

Dodson and Tim Schar, February

with the English as a Second

where he works in research at

Robert Charles Lesser & Co.

26, Clearwater, Fla. They live

Language program and with

Virginia Commonwealth

Tiffany Williams teaches English

in New York where she works

GIFT, a family literacy program.

University.

and coaches swimming and

in issues management and

a master's degree in urban

basketball at Wade Hampton

corporate communication with

planning at Clemson University,

High School in Greenv i l le.

Jennifer Turner works with

MARRIAGES: Anna

law school at the University of

Bennett Hofford Construction

Mclaurin lynn Austin and David

T.J .
McGoldri ck and Stephanie
Young, October 1 6, 1 999,

Brad Swillinger, who

Company, Inc . , of Charleston,

Paul Yon, July 8, Greenv i l le.

Atlanta, Ga. T.J. is an account

is in his final year of law school

S .C . , as a project coordinator in

She is a paralegal at Donnan,

manager for Aerotek/Option-

at the University of Toledo

residential development.

Morton, Davis and Snyder, and

One in Orlando, Fla.

(Ohio), spent the summer as

Caroline Simpson Wha ley has

he is a graduate student at

an intern with the FDIC in

completed her master's degree

Clemson University.

Taylor and
Stephanie Hitchcock Townsend

in city planning at Georgia

Kimber S m a l l is a CPA with
Deloitte and Touche in Atlanta,
Ga.

Edward Storey attends

Florida.

Washington, D.C.

Having completed

Technical College and works as

Charles
Colsen and M e lissa Thames,
May 1 3, Duluth, Ga.
Courtney

Burson-Marsteller.

Alison
Hanners and Matthew Rice '99,

April 1 5 . They live in
Stockbridge, Ga. He is a
consultant with EnerYi sion, inc.
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DEATHS

is pursuing a Master of Public
Health degree at George

• Heather Wakefield Jones

science at Middle Tennessee

(M.A.) and Edward Claude Jiva,

State Un iversity. • Mira H ibri

June 24, Greenv ille. She is a

is producer for the 5 p.m.

special education teacher i n

newscast at WCB D-TV in

Greenville County and h e is a

Charleston, S . C . • Matt Hobbs

customer service representative

is stationed in Seattle, Wash., as

at Michelin. • Bernard Patrick

Medium Gun System platoon

Lynch and Anne W i l l iams
Stanford, J u l y 22, Greenville.

leader in the U . S . Army's 3rd
Brigade, 2nd Infantry Division.

They work in Myrtle Beach,

• Beau H u nter IV is a foreign

S.C., he as a medical sales

relations analyst with the U.S.

representative for Pharmacia and

Navy in Florida. • Mel issa

she as a second grade teacher.

Kotun , a law student at the

• James Edward McRae and

University of Georgia, worked

Heather Carrigan Thornton, June

as an associate this summer with

1 7, Greenv ille. She is a graphic

Ki lpatrick Stockton LLP. • Tyler

design intern at the University

M i lliken works in client services

of Hawaii, where he is a graduate

with Legal Eagle/Omnivore in

student. • Anthony Lynn Wa lsh

Greenville. • Emily Newton lives

and Crissy Robin Crenshaw '99,

in Atlanta, Ga., where she

July 1 5, Six Mile, S.C. They l ive

is a commercial banking

in Greenville where he is a traffic

representative with SunTrust

engineer at New South

Bank. • Russel l D. Tru luck has

Communications. She is a first

graduated from the UNCA

grade teacher. • MaryAnn

Leadership Asheville (N.C.)

Wha len and M ike Schm idt '99,

program. • Katja Wolski is

July 1 5 , Gainesville, Ga. She is

enrolled in the Ph.D. program in

a genetics counselor at

medical sciences and anatomy

Greenwood ( S . C . ) Genetic

at the University of South

Center. • Justin Wi ldsm ith and

Florida . • MARRIAGES:

Kristin Harrison '00, July 22,

Robert Dreslin IV and Rhoda

Greenv ille.

Marie Paguia, June 1 8 . They

99

Next reunion in 2004
Ligeia Bricken is a platoon leader
in a U.S. Army mil itary intelli
gence battalion, stationed in
South Korea, and is a member
of the U.S. Forces Korea Army
Ten Miler team. • Andy Carroll
is enrolled in the environmental
science graduate program at the
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga and is vice
president of the A Carroll Co. •

Ta na Cooper is a student at
Pikeville (Ky.) College School
of Medicine. • Daniel Day lives
in Columbia, S . C . , and is a
developer with Ell iott Davis
Technology Solutions, a
consulting group. • J a m i e

D o r m a n attends law school at
the University of Florida. •

live in Largo, Fla. , where she is
a registered physical therapist at
Sun Coast Hospital. He teaches
seventh-grade geography. •

Elizabeth Lee Joseph and John
Stewart Welch, Jr., June 24,
Winston-Salem, N.C. • Laura

Kelsey and Jake Newland, July
24, 1 999. She is a student in
veterinary medicine at Ohio State
University. • Jennifer Powel l
and Erik Horstmann, August 1 2,
Charlotte, N.C. They live in
Greenv ille and are employed at
Elliott, Davis & Company, she
as a staff accountant and he as
manager. • Stacy Rowel l and

Michael Owings '00, June 24.
They live in Columbia where
she is a law student at the
University of South Carolina.

00

After a one-year graduate

Next reunion in 2005

assistantship in health and

Megan Christoph, who has been

exercise science at Furman,

in events management with an

Megan Fauber is in medical

Elizabeth Kinard Norris '24, July

Washington University. •

1 2, Newberry, S . C . She was

Caroline Kocher lives in Atlanta,

formerly employed by South

Ga., and works with Harry

Carolina National Bank.

Norman Realtors. • Kara Lap ish
is a graduate assistant at
Clemson University, working
toward a Master of Science
degree in applied sociology. •

G i l McSwa in of Palmetto, Fla. ,
is a financial services pro
fessional with Mass Mutual
Financial Services. • Laura

Meisenheimer is pursuing a

Anna Littlefield Ferguson '25,
August 2, Greenv ille.

Alice Lancaster Trowell '25, July
26, Spartanburg, S.C. She taught
in Spartanburg County School
District 3 for 37 years, was a
former member of the Eastern
Star and was active in her church.

Ph.D. in biomedical engineering

L i l l ian West Williams '28,

at Marquette University. • Scott

July 1 9, Greenvi l le.

Ortmayer is training at Comair
Aviation Academy in Sanford,
Fla., to become an airline pi lot.

• Toy Reid and Adam Rizer are
participating in the Japan
English Teaching Program.
They are assistant language
teachers, Toy in Hyogo
Prefecture and Adam in
Yamaguchi Prefecture. • Janice

Schne l l is pursuing a master's
degree in vocal performance at
Belmont University. • Ben
Turnage is an engineering intern
with CertainTeed Corp. in
Athens, Ga. , while working
on a degree in biological
engineering at the University of
Georgia. • Michelle Vansant is

J . Q . Mahaffey '29, June 29,
Texarkana, Texas. He retired as
executive editor of the Texarkana

Gazette, which he edited for
three decades. He served on the
national boards of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors
and the Associated Press
Managing Editors and as a
Pulitzer Prize juror. He was
named editor of the year in Texas
by Sigma Delta Chi, the national
journalistic fraternity, and was
recognized by the Baptist
General Convention of Texas for
his Christian service in the field
of journalism.

Pallie Lou Woods Kirby '30, July

a development assistant at

1 3 , St. George, S.C. She taught

Emory University Hospitals in

in St. George public schools for

Atlanta, Ga . • MARRIAGES:

32 years.

James Monroe Bright Ill and
Ashley Nicole Ray I '0 1 , July 29,
Greenville. He is a sales
associate at Bright's Florist
Supply. • Stewart Matthew

Brown ( M . A . ) and Berkeley
Haynsworth Little, August 1 2,
Greenville. They live in Gaffney,
S.C., where he is the men's and
women's soccer coach at
Limestone College. • Mary

Frances Martin and Shaun
Thomas Williams, June 24,
Greenv ille. She is a human
resources district coordinator at

Evelyn Tru luck H a m ' 3 1 ,
February 1 6 , Fayetteville, N . C .

Hazel Jenkinson ' 3 1 , J u l y I ,
Greenville. She was former
owner of Draughon's Business
College and was a member of
the Business and Professional
Women's Association and
ZONTA. She served on the
Auxiliary Board of the Salvation
Army, was a volunteer at St.
Francis Hospital and was active
in her church.

Ikon Office Solutions and he is

Sidney W. Martin '32, June 2,

a sales representative at Safety

Valdosta, Ga. He had served as

Kleen. • Brent William Webster

president of Emory University

and Kathryn Mead Smith, June

for five years and of Valdosta

I 0, Greenville. • John Michael
Wilkins and Kelly Michelle

his retirement in 1 97 8 . He also

Dawkins, August 1 2,

served as acting chancellor and

Simpsonville, S . C . She is

then vice chancellor of the

State College for 1 2 years before

University System of Georgia

AIDS charity in London,

director of membershi p and
events for the Simpsonville Area

and was a history professor and

school at the University of South

traveled to Sydney, Australia, to
work at the Olympic Games. •

Chamber of Commerce and he

dean of the College of Arts and

Florida. • Liz Hankla of
Brentwood, Tenn., is a graduate
student in nutrition and food
46

Sc iences at the University of

Keith Dangel is an account

is a professional development
associate at National Bank of

Georgia.

executive with Baseball America

South Carolina.

Tracy C. Burton ' 3 3 , M.A. '50,

was a trustee of Anderson (S.C.)

Isaac Vassar '50, May 9,

July 9, Pacolet, S.C. He taught

College and was director of the

Georgetown, S.C. He served as

24, Lyman, S .C. He was a U.S.

school for 35 years.

Seminary Extension Center in

pastor of a number of Baptist

Army veteran of World War II

churches in South Carolina

and a retired Baptist mini ster.

Martha Cook Clay '35, May 29,

Gaffney, S.C.

Fountain Inn, S.C. She was

B i l l Byers '43, July 20,

former executive secretary for

Greenville. Byers, an out-

J.E. Sirrine Company and was

standing athlete at Furman, was

active in h e r church.

an Army Air Corps veteran of

H iden T. Cox, Jr., B .A. '36, B . S .
'37, March 27, Chapel Hill, N.C.

Frank L. Fairchild '36, May 20,
Burlington, N.C.

Rosa l i e H icks Richardson '36,
June 7, Manning, S.C. She was
a retired school teacher.

John 0. Wesner, Jr. ' 3 7 , June
1 3 , Cameron, S.C. Co-owner
and operator of Cameron
Bedding Company, he was a
member of the board of
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical
College and the St. Matthews
Rotary Club, was a charter
member of the Cameron
Community Club and was a
Mason.

Mary Rhodes Cothran '38, June
2 5 , Charlotte, N .C.

Maryetta Henry Purce ll '38,
June 1 9 , C linton, S.C.

James Harold Arnold ' 39, July
7, Greenville. He was a captain
in the U . S . Air Force, served as
chief of surgery in Chaumont,
France, during the Korean War,
and was formerly chief of staff
and surgery at Greenville's St.
Francis Hospital.

World War II and was an
athletics director with the air
base in Charleston, S.C. He was
part owner and operator of
O'Neal Williams sporting goods
store in Greenville before retiring
and most recently was a 25-year
employee of Belk.

Frankie Moore Wagoner '47,
May 22, B revard, N.C. She was
a teacher for 39 years in North
Carolina, having taught
vocational home economics
in Henderson County for 1 3
years and vocational career
explorations, math and science
in Transylvania County for 26
years.

Skeeter Coyle '48, June 28,
Montross, Va.

Red Owens '48, May 22, Easley,
S.C. An Army veteran of World
War II, he served Easley as a
city councilman for 25 years and
as mayor pro tern for 14 years.
He started Little League
programs in Easley and in
Simpsonville, S.C., and was a
leader and coach of Legion
Youth, Boy Scouts and the

before his retirement in 1 993.

He pastored churches in both

He was a former board member

North and South Carolina before

of the S.C. B aptist Convention

retiring from Hayne Baptist

and a former trustee of North

Church in Spartanburg, S . C .

Greenville College and of
Connie Maxwell Children's
Home. He was a member of the
founding board of the Baptist
College of Charleston, now
Charleston Southern University.

for Spartanburg, S.C. He was
active in his church, was a

University of South Carolina for

member of the Sertoma Club

35 years and was instrumental

and Gideons International, and

in the adoption of a number of

was a high school football

services at the school, such as

official.

the counseling bureau and the
orientation program . Upon his
retirement, the university named
a scholarship in his honor.

Paul Cl ifford Nix ' 5 2 , May 1 6,
High Point, N.C. He was a
minister for more than 50 years,
during which time he served
many Southern B aptist churches
and associations in North
Carolina.

Elementary Principals, he had

munity and Denominational

community organizations.

B oard of her church.

Fred E. W i l l iams ' 5 5 , June 1 7 ,

1 8, Roswell, Ga. She worked

member of the American Legion

Orangeburg, S.C. He served in

with Diagnostic Products as a
biochemist and consultant.

World War II and retired from

Henry J . Dacus '49, June 1 9 ,

Robbie Ashmore Seegers ' 5 8 ,

t h e U . S . A i r Force a s a chief

Easley, S.C. He was a U . S .

August I 0, Greenville. A retired

master sergeant. He was the

Army veteran of World War II

educator, she worked in the adult

retired owner of Bobo 's Dairy

and was an educator with the

education department at

Bar in Inman.

Greenville County School

Greenville Technical College;

District.

was president of the Ministers'

Charles A. Li ndsey '50, July 5 ,

was retired from the Greenville

Greenville. After military

County Public Library and was

service in England during World

active for many years in the

War II, Lindsey was a barber for

Greenv ille Music Club.

60 years and retired from the

He served on the General Board

Sarah Al ise Edwards '76, July

YMCA. He was a lifetime

Service.

of the S.C. Baptist Association,

S.C. A member of the South
Carolina Association of School

also served numerous

retired from the U . S . Postal

in South Carolina before retiring.

was principal of Homeland Park
Elementary School in Anderson,

the Vestry and on the Com-

Sertoma Service to Mankind

pastored a number of churches

the U . S . Air Force Reserve and

Carolina Association of

Award.

France and Germany, Webber

29, Piedmont, S . C . He was a
retired l ieutenant colonel with

former teacher and served on

Baptist minister. He was also

and seeing combat duty in

Allen B. Adkins (M.A. '74), July

Administrators and the South

Presidential Award and the

as a chaplain in the U . S . Army

15, Taylors, S.C. He was retired
from the B aptist Medical Center.

Cleta Watson E l l is '54, July 14,

6, Orlando, Fla.

Simpsonville, S.C. After serving

George M . Bridwe l l '68, July

B i rmingham, Ala. She was a

the U . S . Navy during World

D . B . Webber '4 I , August 1 0,

Anderson, S.C., and retired as

Columbia, S.C. He was a

War II and then retired as a

Greenville. She taught school,

South Carolina Employment
Security Commission for

campus minister at the

Greenville County Oldtimers

Tinie Hill Freeman '4 1 , July 4,

May 27 , West Pelzer, S . C . He
was a former director of the

the commission's area director

and received the Pickens-

23, Inman, S.C. He served in

W i l l i a m Michael McCuen '67,

Woody Hammett '52, June 1 4 ,

Wi l l i a m Calvin Ada ir '40, July
Charles Ralph Bobo '40, July

W i l l i a m Grady Cline ' 6 1 , May

Wives Group; and was secretary
of the B aptist Missions Office
and the Boy Scouts of America
B lue Ridge Council. She was
an active community volunteer.

S.C. State B arber B oard. He

Joseph Lenore Slagle '59,

was known as "the voice of

August 1 1 , Mauldin, S.C. An

the Furman Paladins" in the

ordained B aptist minister, he

1 960s. He was a member of the

pastored a number of churches

Greenville Rotary Club,

in the Carolinas and was

Pleasantburg Lions Club,

employed by Life of Georgia

Recovery Masonic Lodge

Insurance Company.

No. 3 1 and American Legion
Post No. 3 .

Leon McKelvey '76, July 7 ,
Columbia, S . C . He was a high
school teacher.

Earl Marcus Anderson (M.A.
'79), August 5, Taylors, S.C. He
served in the U . S . Army during
the Vietnam Era, after which he
was employed by Liberty Life
Corporation in Greenville.

Catherine Wing Jones (M.A.
' 83), June I 0, Greenville. After
serving as an air traffic controller
for the Civil Aeronautics
Administration during World
War I I , she returned to teaching
and was head of the hi story
department at Christ Church
Episcopal School when she
retired at the age of 7 5 .

Quinn R . S loan '59, March 3 1 ,
Greer, S .C .
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The Last Word

usical
In August, two separate groups from the Furman
community were in Prague on the same day.
? ne was a group of nine professors participating
m a two-week seminar in the Czech and Slovak
Republics as part of the university 's Faculty
Seminar Abroad program. The other was the
Furman Singers, who were presenting a concert
in conjunction with their 1 4th biennial European
concert tour.
Bill Lavery, director of international education
and leader of the seminar program, urged the
faculty to attend the Singers concert, held at
St. Nicholas Church in the city's Old Town
Square. We readily agreed - and what followed
was a performance that warmed not just our
hearts, but those of the hundred-odd denizens of
Prague and the handful of tourists in attendance.
It is one thing to hear the Furman Singers at
graduation, convocation or a two-hour concert.
It is quite another to experience their performance
in a splendid 1 7th-century Baroque church, where
the acoustics are tailor-made for such spiritual
invocations as "0 Magnum Mysterium" and "Ubi
Caritas." As Bing Vick, director of the Singers,
says, "Prague is at the crossroads of classical
music." Kathryn Duncan, a sophomore member
of the Singers, adds, "Making music in the same
places that Bach and Mozart performed was just
incredible."
Hearing our students perform in such a
spectacular setting was incredible as well. Their
rendition of Haydn 's "The Heavens are Telling"
left us dumbfounded and a little teary-eyed. As
senior Joe Stillwell puts it, "Sacred music was
truly meant to be performed at a cathedral, with
lots of reverb."
David Spear, professor of history, was struck
� ot only by the beauty of the music but by the
Idea of redemption. "I had carried in my mind's
eye all these images of Prague during the Nazi
occupation and shrouded in the grayness of the
Cold War. Now, finally, as a matter of course
singing groups from as far away as the Unite
States could freely visit and perform in the heart
of Prague 's Old Town Square. I was moved by
both the acoustical and temporal harmonies of
the concert."
During his 30 years as director of the Singers,
.
Y1ck
has taken the group to many historical and
cultural centers in Europe. In addition to Prague,

d
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this summer's trip included performances in
Germany (Dresden, Erfurt and Numberg) and
Poland (Wroclaw).
On each trip, Vick emphasizes one
resounding theme: "This is not just a musical
and cultural experience. You are representing
.
not JUSt Furman University. In a broader and
more important sense, you are ambassadors of
the United States."
Troy Robertson, president of the Singers,
says that Yick has a subtle way of conveying this
broader context. While a high standard of
musicianship is expected of the Singers, they are
also expected to be precise and responsible in
their actions, to be punctual and to dress
appropriately.
Another aspect of the Singers' tour deserves
special mention: All the students go on their
own volition. Many of the Singers work hard
over the summer - some even hold several jobs
- to pay for the trip.
Perhaps it was a quirk of fate that brought
us together with the Furman Singers on that mid
summer afternoon. Regardless, the one-hour
concert renewed our faith in what Furman stands
for as a liberal arts school - the development
o: the whole person. And in a larger context, the
Smgers perform a selfless act every two years
as goodwill ambassadors for our community,
state and country.
The Furman Singers have once again done
their part. Now it is our turn. As members of
the Furman community, where and what will
you perform this year to put Furman on the map?
- Kailash Khandke

The writer, an associate p rofessor of economics
and business administration, has taught at
Furman since 1 995.
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Paladin star Karim Souchu is fulfilling
his dream of playi ng in the States.
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This Furman alum nus may not
be the biggest secret in comedy
for long.
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